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Executive Summary 

Assembly Bill 12221 directed the Air Resources Board (ARB/Board) to implement a pilot 
program to determine locomotive emissions using remote sensing devices (RSDs). A 
summary of the pilot program and general findings is presented in this Executive 
Summary. Details of the pilot program are presented in subsequent sections. 

What does AB 1222 require? 

The three objectives of the AB 1222 pilot program were to determine whether an RSD 
could accurately and repeatedly determine, with a reasonable level of precision: 

1. The levels of nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM), and carbon 
monoxide (CO) emissions from locomotives; 

2. Whether a locomotive is subject to Tier 0, 1, or 2 federal certification emission 
standards; and 

3. Whether the measured results could be calibrated to determine whether the 
locomotive is above or below the applicable federal certification standards. 

In support of the objectives, the remote sensing testing was to include data from a sufficient 
number of locomotives that would be representative of the locomotive fleet operating in 
California and to ensure that data collection be performed under representative conditions 
in northern and southern California. In conducting the pilot program, ARB was to establish 
an Advisory Group to make recommendations regarding the design and implementation of 
the pilot program. Finally, the ARB was to submit a report to the Legislature that included 
both of the following: 

1. A summary of data acquired through the pilot program; and 

2. The ARB’s determination as to whether RSDs can meet the objectives of the pilot 
program. 

If ARB determined that RSDs could be expected to meet objectives of the pilot program to 
an extent reasonably sufficient to allow the ARB to make the following projections and 
recommendations, the report was also to include both of the following: 

1. To the extent feasible, a projection of the amount, location, and timing of 
emission reductions that could be expected from the use of RSDs to identify 
locomotives to be repaired or maintained; and 

1 Assembly Bill 1222; Statutes 2005-Jones; Chapter 574; Section 1; Health and Safety Code 
sections 39940–39944, effective January 1, 2006. Note that section 39941 was amended by Senate 
Bill 1852 to correct a subsection number from subsection number (2) to subsection (c), effective 
January 1, 2007. Appendix A contains the corrected text of the applicable sections. 
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2. An ARB projection of the cost to deploy, maintain, and use data from a system of 
RSDs in areas of high priority in the State, recommendations regarding the 
funding of such a project, and the expected cost-effectiveness of such a program 
compared to other opportunities for air quality improvement in the covered areas. 

What is remote sensing for locomotives? 

Remote sensing is a way to determine pollutant levels in a locomotive’s exhaust while 
the locomotive is traveling. Unlike most equipment used to determine emissions, an 
RSD does not need to be physically connected to the locomotive. In general, RSD 
systems employ infrared and ultraviolet beams that remotely measure concentrations of 
pollutants that can be correlated to desired concentrations of NOx, PM, and CO. In 
addition, RSD systems employ video camera equipment to digitize an image of the 
locomotive, allowing processing of the emissions information for each monitored 
locomotive based on the locomotive’s identification. 

How does remote sensing compare to federal locomotive testing? 

The federal measurement standard for locomotive emissions is contained in Title 40, 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 92. The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (U.S. EPA) uses this test method to determine compliance with federal 
locomotive emission standards. The emission testing is performed on stationary 
locomotives under highly controlled laboratory testing conditions, with a load bank used 
to simulate operating conditions. The locomotive is run for at least six minutes in each 
of eleven power settings, with data from each power setting weighted over the line haul 
duty cycle.2 Under the line haul duty cycle, emissions are distributed over each of the 
power settings on a percentage basis that is designed to be representative of average 
operations for the locomotive fleet. 

The RSD, on the other hand, is applied to a moving locomotive under normal operating 
conditions. There is no federal test procedure that measures emissions for a moving 
locomotive. Although Title 40 CFR Part 92 uses a load bank to simulate operating 
conditions, a number of variables are introduced when a locomotive is actually moving 
under normal operating conditions. These variables include wind speed, turbulence, 
ambient temperature, humidity, and the power setting (or possible transitioning between 
power settings). As the locomotive passes by the RSD, a reading is taken from part of 
the plume for half a second. The RSD reading is an instantaneous plume reading in a 
specific locomotive power setting. By collecting multiple readings, an estimate of the 
emissions from a locomotive can be made. 

2 See Appendix E for a more detailed explanation of Title 40 CFR Part 92. 
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How did ARB conduct the pilot program? 

ARB conducted the RSD study with support from two contractors and an Advisory 
Group. The contractors were Environmental Systems Products (ESP) and Southwest 
Research Institute (SwRI). ESP configured the RSD devices for application to 
locomotives and conducted the field study. SwRI performed the emission testing using 
the federal test procedure that allowed for the parallel correlation testing of the RSD. 

As specified in AB 1222, the Advisory Group consisted of representatives of local air 
districts and the railroads, and their respective appointees. A complete listing of the 
members is presented in Table 1, in Section II. In general, the Advisory Group 
consisted of members from the local air districts, the railroads, local community 
organizations, and experts in the field of locomotives and remote sensing. Throughout 
the AB 1222 pilot program, considerable effort was made to accommodate and address 
the concerns, questions, and issues raised by the Advisory Group in an effort to achieve 
consensus. Over the duration of the study, the Advisory Group held 35 meetings. 

The Advisory Group first met on January 31, 2006; the report on the RSD study was to 
be submitted to the California Legislature by December 31, 2006. Unfortunately, 
remote sensing of locomotives was found to pose unique technical challenges, 
necessitating the development of a much more complex program than had been 
anticipated when AB 1222 was written. Thus, the original deadline was not met. 
However, the study, as completed, is the most comprehensive study ever conducted on 
the remote sensing of locomotives. 

To conduct the study, the ARB in consultation with the Advisory Group developed a pilot 
program that consisted of three phases: 

Phase 1: Adaptation of the RSD to read locomotive emissions; 
Phase 2: Field deployment and sampling; and 
Phase 3: Correlation testing. 

The development and implementation of each phase of the RSD study is discussed 
below. 

Phase 1 

In Phase 1, ESP modified RSDs used for gasoline vehicles to take readings of diesel 
emissions from locomotive exhaust stacks. This process entailed numerous technical 
modifications over several months. The RSDs were loaned to ARB by the Bureau of 
Automotive Repair (BAR). 

The following two different sampling configurations3 for the modified RSDs were then 
studied at a locomotive testing facility in Colorado in January and February 2007: 

3 For illustration, see Figure 3 on Page 21. 
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1. A direct RSD configuration, with the RSD equipment positioned above the track 
at the height of the locomotive exhaust; and 

2. An indirect RSD configuration, which is an extraction system with a sampling 
tube located above the track at the height of the locomotive exhaust, piping a 
sample of the locomotive exhaust for reading in a ground-level station. 

The emissions readings for the direct RSD configuration were adversely affected by the 
high exhaust temperatures at the point of measurement. Therefore, the Advisory Group 
decided that the indirect RSD configuration was the only system ready to be used for 
the Phase 2 field deployment. 

However, the indirect RSD (or extraction, or vacuum advance) system had limitations 
that needed to be addressed prior to use in the Phase 2 field study. Before proceeding 
to Phase 2, the indirect RSD configuration was further studied at the Colorado 
locomotive testing facility in an additional round of work in May 2007 to resolve some of 
the issues encountered in Phase 1. This effort was referred to as the Phase 2a testing. 

Based on the Phase 2a testing, it was determined the indirect RSD would be more 
effective in locations where: 

• Locomotives approached, but did not exceed, 40 miles per hour; 

• There would be a high probability that locomotives would operate under high 
loads; and 

• There was sufficient locomotive traffic to justify the placement and testing of the 
indirect RSD. 

Phase 2 

In Phase 2, the indirect RSD was deployed in the field for use under normal operating 
conditions. Consistent with the objectives, sites were chosen to obtain data from a 
sufficient number of locomotives to be representative of the locomotive fleet operating in 
California. Once the Advisory Group agreed in mid-2007 on the locations for the 
Phase 2 field testing, there were multiple steps that needed to be taken before in-field 
testing of the indirect RSD could start. These steps included issuing a task order, 
permitting at the site, and drawing up an access agreement. 

Testing under highly controlled laboratory conditions has shown that emissions 
measured in the highest power setting (and under the greatest load) are generally 
representative of the line haul duty cycle as a whole. This power setting is referred to 
as Notch 8. However, Notch 8 power setting emissions can vary widely for individual 
line haul locomotive makes and models. For example, Notch 8 emissions can be below 
or above the line haul duty cycle emission standards. For a locomotive in normal 
operating conditions, the indirect RSD takes a 0.5 second reading of the emissions for 
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the power setting in which the locomotive is operating (or transitioning between power 
settings). Therefore, the locations for Phase 2 testing were chosen such that 
locomotives would typically be operating in Notch 8. 

The Phase 2 testing of the indirect RSD on line haul locomotives was first done in 
September and October 2007 at two locations in southern California, then in January 
and February 2008 at one location in northern California. These locations were 
selected for the Phase 2 field study in southern and northern California because the 
locomotives would operate ascending a grade of 1 to 3 percent. At such a grade, line 
haul locomotives would be more likely to be operating in Notch 8, and also would be 
operating at speeds approaching but not exceeding 40 miles per hour. There were few 
locations in California that would meet all of the above criteria. However, the Cajon 
Pass in southern California and Weimar Pass in northern California were selected, 
since they met the necessary grade and locomotive speed requirements. Also, the 
Cajon Pass provided the greatest volume of potential locomotives to test in California. 

The indirect RSD provided a sampling of emissions from about 1,100 locomotives. 
ARB staff went through an extensive quality control process to review and analyze the 
indirect RSD data that ESP submitted. This process took about seven months. The 
indirect RSD data were then presented to the Advisory Group in June 2008. The 
Advisory Group review brought several data quality issues to light, requiring further data 
review. In January 2009, ARB staff presented the final corrected data to the Advisory 
Group. 

Phase 3 

Phase 3 was designed to relate indirect RSD emission readings to federal certification 
standards for locomotives. In January and February 2008, Phase 3 testing of the 
indirect RSD was performed under controlled laboratory conditions, in parallel with the 
U.S. EPA Title 40 CFR Part 92 locomotive exhaust emissions certification testing. The 
controlled conditions include, among other provisions, requiring the locomotive to be 
stationary during testing. This testing was done at the UP Roseville Railyard. To 
conduct the federal certification testing, SwRI brought portable equipment from their 
Texas location. In Phase 3, comparison testing was conducted on one Tier 0 and one 
Tier 2 locomotive. 

How do the results compare to the program objectives? 

Objective 1: Can an RSD accurately and repeatedly determine, with a reasonable 
level of precision, the levels of NOx, PM, and CO emissions from locomotives. 

The determination of whether the RSD meets the first objective is based on an 
evaluation of the field testing of over 1,100 locomotives, the repeat testing of four 
locomotives in the field at different times, the comparison of the RSD testing to the 
federal test program, and the evaluation of the Colorado test track data. 
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Based on an evaluation of these data, ARB staff believes that the test program 
demonstrated that an RSD cannot accurately and repeatedly determine, with a 
reasonable level of precision, the levels of NOx, PM, and CO emissions from 
locomotives. The results were relatively precise and repeatable for NOx, but not 
sufficiently accurate to allow for the equipment’s use as an enforcement mechanism. 
For example, 22 individual readings on a single locomotive tested at different times 
showed that the NOx readings average 9.2 g/bhp-hr, with a relative standard deviation 
of about 12 percent. Furthermore, under controlled conditions, such as at the Colorado 
test site, the data demonstrate that the same locomotive can yield the same repeatable 
values when operating at the same notch setting, speed, and load.4 

However, due to the lack of notch setting information, there are inherent difficulties with 
relating the indirect RSD readings to the measurement standard in the field. These 
difficulties include the following: 

• The locomotives were assumed to be operating in the highest power setting, 
Notch 8. While Notch 8 emissions levels can be representative of a full line haul 
duty cycle for some locomotive makes and models, there are many locomotive 
makes and models for which they are not. The indirect RSD cannot determine 
the notch settings of the locomotives passing by, nor can it be determined from 
the indirect RSD readings whether a locomotive was transitioning from one notch 
setting to another. The power setting, and transitions between power settings, 
can significantly impact locomotive emissions and indirect RSD readings. By 
comparison, the federal measurement standard is weighted over the entire line 
haul duty cycle of eleven power settings. Additional uncertainty is introduced in 
the assumptions made to calculate the resulting emissions data. 

• The indirect RSD provides NO, PM, and CO data from a partial extraction of a 
locomotive plume. NOx, the sum of NO2 and NO, varies with the humidity. ARB 
staff had to make assumptions regarding humidity and the ratio of NO2 to NO in 
order to convert the indirect RSD NO reading to an NOx reading. Then, based on 
available data, ARB staff assumed a conversion factor to convert the indirect 
RSD NOx, PM, and CO readings to standard measurement units to allow for a 
comparison with the Title 40 CFR Part 92 emission results. These assumptions 
each introduce uncertainties in the calculated data, which combined are about 
±30 percent for nitrogen oxides and particulate matter, and about ±50 percent for 
carbon monoxide. Also, if a locomotive was operating in a power setting other 
than Notch 8, or transitioning between notch settings, the uncertainty would be 
much greater. 

Under the controlled conditions of the Phase 3 testing, the indirect RSD meets part of 
the first objective of the pilot program; it provides readings of locomotive NOx emissions 

4 Data from Phase 2a, Phase2, and Phase 3 testing are presented on the ARB website at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/loco/loco.htm. 
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that are reasonably comparable to the federal test procedure data (within ±5%). 
However, even with these levels of comparability, the indirect RSD is not precise 
enough to avoid identifying complying (per Title 40 CFR Part 92) locomotives as 
noncomplying even under controlled conditions for NOx. In addition, even under 
controlled laboratory conditions, the indirect RSD PM and CO readings vary 
considerably (±50%) from the Title 40 CFR Part 92 data. Furthermore, there was no 
independent verification that the indirect RSD method was accurate for determining 
emissions for a moving locomotive. 

Objective 2: Can an RSD accurately and repeatedly determine, with a reasonable 
level of precision, whether a locomotive is subject to Tier 0, 1, or 2 federal 
certification emission standards. 

The determination of whether the RSD meets the second objective is based on an 
evaluation of the field testing of over 1,100 locomotives and the comparison of the RSD 
testing to the federal test program. 

Based on an evaluation of these data, ARB staff believes that the indirect RSD cannot 
directly ascertain whether a locomotive is subject to Tier 0, Tier 1, or Tier 2 federal 
certification standards. However, the data from the field testing generally indicate that 
cleaner locomotives have lower emissions, particularly for NOx. This is less certain for 
PM and CO, although the general trend is still apparent. When a video camera is used 
to record the road numbers of passing locomotives, subsequent review of the road 
numbers and correlation to locomotive roster information can usually determine when a 
locomotive was built or rebuilt, and thereby the locomotive’s emission tier level. 
However, in the case of a pre-2000 model year locomotive, the railroads’ databases 
need to be checked to determine whether the locomotive has been remanufactured to 
Tier 0. 

Under the controlled conditions of the Phase 3 testing, the indirect RSD readings for 
NOx and PM were reasonable close, and were generally within the range of the 
emissions expected for a Tier 0 or Tier 2 locomotive. However, for the indirect RSD, the 
standard deviation of the test results was higher than for the federal test procedure. 
This result indicates that there is greater uncertainty with the indirect RSD approach 
than for the federal test procedure. 

Objective 3: Can an RSD accurately and repeatedly determine, with a reasonable 
level of precision, whether the measured results could be calibrated to determine 
whether the locomotive is above or below the applicable federal certification 
standards. 

The determination of whether the RSD meets the third objective is based on an 
evaluation of the field testing of over 1,100 locomotives and the comparison of the RSD 
testing to the federal test program. 
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Based on an evaluation of these data, ARB staff believes that the test program 
demonstrated that an RSD cannot accurately and repeatedly determine, with a 
reasonable level of precision, whether the measured results could be calibrated to 
determine whether the locomotive is above or below the applicable federal certification 
standard. The field test data indicate that the average indirect RSD NOx readings are 
highest for unregulated (pre-Tier 0) locomotives and lowest for Tier 2 locomotives. The 
PM averages for Tiers 0 and 1 are about the same, while the NOx and CO averages are 
slightly higher for Tier 0 than for Tier 1. Nevertheless, the deficiencies and limitations 
noted in reading NOx, PM, and CO emissions in the field make it very challenging to 
calibrate the indirect RSD readings to determine whether a given regulated locomotive 
is above or below the U.S. EPA standard. 

As discussed above, under the controlled conditions of the Phase 3 testing, the indirect 
RSD readings for NOx and PM were reasonably close to one other for the two tested 
locomotives, indicating that the indirect RSD can be reasonably calibrated to approach 
federal test procedure readings, particularly for NOx. The PM and CO values were 
more variable. Even so, given the variability even for the NOx readings, a precise 
determination of whether the locomotive is above or below the applicable federal 
standard would be difficult to determine on an ongoing enforceable basis. 

Overall ARB Staff Conclusions 

Based on the test program, ARB staff does not believe that the indirect RSD met the 
three objectives of the pilot program. Therefore, ARB staff does not recommend 
implementing an RSD program. However, the test program was extremely useful in 
answering questions about the use of RSD equipment for locomotives. For example, 
the field test data did generally indicate that cleaner locomotives had lower emissions 
than older locomotives, indicating that the U.S. EPA program for reducing locomotive 
emissions is working. In addition, the field test data indicated that locomotives are 
generally operating within the ranges expected, although not with sufficient accuracy to 
use the data reliably for field enforcement. 

One issue that was raised during the Advisory Committee meetings was whether 
indirect RSD could be used to identify any specific “gross” emitters. These would be 
locomotives that had unusually high emissions relative to the applicable standards. The 
field test data identified very few incidents that would qualify a locomotive as a potential 
“gross” emitter, as nearly all of the readings were within the normal range of emissions 
readings that would be expected from pre-Tier 0, Tier 0, Tier 1, and Tier 2 locomotives. 
In addition, there were insufficient data to confirm that a particular locomotive was 
actually malfunctioning versus going through a notch setting change which might 
explain the higher emissions. This uncertainty does not justify cost of taking a 
locomotive out of service on the possibility that it might be exceeding an applicable 
standard by a large margin. As a result, ARB staff does not recommend deploying the 
indirect RSD for purposes of “gross” emitter evaluations. 
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Implementation of an indirect RSD monitoring program should also be analyzed in 
consideration of two existing monitoring programs, the visible emissions reduction 
program and the U.S. EPA in-use test program. The visible emissions reduction 
program shows that greater than 99 percent of up to 20,000 annually tested locomotives 
comply with the visible emissions standard. In addition, the U.S. EPA in-use test 
program has not yet tested one locomotive failing to meet federal certification 
standards. Furthermore, locomotives are required by federal regulation to have 
regularly scheduled maintenance (at least every 92 days), and are diagnostically 
checked at each refueling to identify any potential fuel injector or other potential engine 
problems to avoid engine de-rating (i.e., a loss of horsepower and not being able to pull 
a train over a mountain or long range route) and a loss in fuel efficiency. 

Locomotives are also generally subject to more stringent maintenance requirements 
than diesel trucks or other related transportation sources. This stringency is necessary 
to ensure a much higher level of reliability and durability so that trains do not block the 
movement of goods on single or double tracks along the nation’s rail system. As 
discussed above, locomotive maintenance requirements are complemented with an 
ongoing national opacity testing program and a federal in-use locomotive emission 
testing program to also ensure that locomotives are running properly on an ongoing 
basis. 

What comments did the Advisory Group have on the report? 

In the entire process of developing and implementing the remote sensing device study, 
considerable effort was always extended to accommodate and address the specific 
concerns, questions, and issues raised by the AB 1222 Advisory Group in order to 
reach a broad consensus on the test program. This consensus process, although time-
consuming, resulted in a more comprehensive program to test RSD than originally 
envisioned. 

In general, the Advisory Committee members agreed with the overall findings of the 
report. Dr. Donald Stedman, the Brainerd Phillipson Professor of Chemistry and 
Biochemistry at the University of Denver, went further in commenting on the report, 
stating that even a perfect sensor of emissions of passing locomotives, whether RSD or 
any other sensor, would probably not be able to meet the initial goals of the pilot 
program. 

However, some participants believe the indirect RSD has more value than does ARB 
staff. The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) staff commented 
that the pilot study showed that the indirect RSD is a viable tool in identifying high 
emitting locomotives and that the report should provide recommendations to implement 
an RSD emissions monitoring program. The SCAQMD comments are presented as 
Appendix C. ESP representatives also generally concurred with the SCAQMD’s 
conclusion and wrote that the indirect RSD system successfully measured emissions 
from 1,100 passing locomotives, and that the operational issues associated with field 
deployment should be separated from the capabilities of the indirect RSD. Although 
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ARB staff does not support further deployment, the report does provide some data on 
the cost of deploying an indirect RSD system. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Summary of Assembly Bill 1222 Requirements 

On October 6, 2005, Governor Schwarzenegger signed Assembly Bill 1222 (AB 1222, 
Health and Safety Code Sections 39940 – 39944: See Appendix A). This bill, proposed 
by Assemblyman Dave Jones, required the Air Resources Board (ARB) to implement a 
pilot program to determine emissions from locomotives, using a wayside remote 
sensing device (RSD). The objectives of the pilot program were to determine whether 
an RSD could accurately and replicably determine, with a reasonable level of precision: 

1. The levels of nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter (PM), and carbon 
monoxide (CO) emissions from locomotives; 

2. Whether a locomotive is subject to Tier 0, 1, or 2 federal certification emission 
standards; and 

3. Whether the measured results could be calibrated to determine whether the 
locomotive is above or below the applicable federal certification standards. 

In support of the objectives, the remote sensing testing was to include data from a sufficient 
number of locomotives that would be representative of the locomotive fleet operating in 
California, and to ensure that data collection be performed under representative conditions 
in northern and southern California. In conducting the pilot program, ARB was to establish 
an advisory group to make recommendations regarding the design and implementation of 
the pilot program. Finally, the ARB was to submit a report to the Legislature that included 
both of the following: 

1. A summary of data acquired through the pilot program; and 

2. The ARB’s determination as to whether RSDs can meet the objectives of the pilot 
program. 

If ARB determined that RSDs could be expected to meet objectives of the pilot program to 
an extent reasonably sufficient to allow the ARB to make the following projections and 
recommendations, the report was also to include both of the following: 

1. To the extent feasible, a projection of the amount, location, and timing of 
emission reductions that could be expected from the use of RSDs to identify 
locomotives to be repaired or maintained; and 

2. An ARB projection of the cost to deploy, maintain, and use data from a system of 
RSDs in areas of high priority in the State, recommendations regarding the 
funding of such a project, and the expected cost-effectiveness of such a program 
compared to other opportunities for air quality improvement in the covered areas. 
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AB 1222 required that the pilot program be developed and implemented in consultation with 
an Advisory Group comprised of a total of 14 members representing the Union Pacific 
Railroad (UP), BNSF Railway (BNSF), South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD), Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD), citizen 
groups, and remote sensing and locomotive technology experts. AB 1222 also required 
that the remote sensing testing for the pilot program include data from a sufficient number 
of locomotives that would be representative of the locomotive fleet operating in California. 

A report was to be submitted to the Legislature on or before December 31, 2006 
containing: 

• Monitoring Results: A summary of the monitoring results; 
• Use: Recommendations of the applicability of remote sensing devices and the 

associated system to meet the specified objectives; 
• Emissions Reductions: Estimates (if the remote sensing devices meet the 

objectives), of the amount, location and timing of emissions reductions that could 
be expected from using such devices to identify locomotives in need of repair 
and/or maintenance; 

• Costs: Estimates of the cost to establish, maintain and use data from such 
remote sensing systems in areas deemed to be high priority by the ARB; and 

• Effectiveness: Recommendations on the effectiveness of this program 
compared to others for improvement of air quality in the covered areas. 

However, remote sensing of locomotives was found to pose unique technical 
challenges, necessitating the development of a much more complex program than had 
been anticipated when AB 1222 was written. Therefore, completion of the program was 
delayed to ensure that a thorough assessment of identified issues was conducted and 
the program was completed in a sound and scientifically defensible manner. 

B. Background on Remote Sensing 

Remote sensing is a way to determine pollutant levels in a vehicle’s exhaust while the 
vehicle is traveling. Unlike most equipment used to determine vehicle emissions, an 
RSD does not need to be physically connected to the vehicle. 

An RSD system employs an infrared (IR) beam to determine hydrocarbon (HC) and CO 
emissions, and an ultraviolet (UV) beam to determine PM and nitric oxide (NO) 
emissions. As the vehicle passes through the IR and UV beams, the device calculates 
the ratio of CO, HC, and NO to carbon dioxide before the exhaust plume and in the 
exhaust plume. The system uses the reading before the exhaust plume as a baseline 
to correct the plume reading for ambient effects, then calculates ratios of pollutant to 
expected exhaust gases assuming normal combustion chemistry. PM is calculated 
from a smoke factor determined by the UV beam. NOx, the sum of NO and nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), is calculated from the NO reading by using an empirically determined 
NO2 to NO ratio. 
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RSD systems employ video camera equipment to digitize an image of the vehicle, 
allowing processing of the emissions information for each monitored vehicle based on 
the vehicle’s identification (license plate number, road number, etc.). 

The first published study of remote sensing of railroad locomotive emissions was a 
feasibility study performed by the University of Denver (DU) in 1999 [Popp, P. et al., 
1999: See Appendix B]. This study consisted of two field locations in Nebraska, using 
two locomotives at one location and four locomotives at the second location. An RSD 
previously developed by DU for determining pollutants in motor vehicle exhaust was 
used to evaluate NO, CO, and HC emissions from the locomotive engines. Under the 
controlled conditions of the DU study, the RSD results for NO were shown to be 
comparable to laboratory testing results for a similar locomotive engine; CO and HC 
appeared to be below the RSD’s detection limit. 

The AB 1222 pilot program is the most comprehensive test program ever conducted to 
evaluate RSDs for locomotives, with data collected from more than a thousand 
locomotives, in three different locations, and under normal operating conditions. 
For locomotive emissions, the federal measurement standard is Title 40 Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 92. This is the U.S. EPA test method used to 
determine compliance with federal locomotive emission standards. Title 40 CFR 
Part 92 emission testing is performed on stationary locomotives under highly controlled 
laboratory testing conditions, with a load bank used to simulate operating conditions. 
The locomotive is run for at least six minutes in each of the eleven power settings, with 
data from each power setting weighted over the entire line haul duty cycle.5 

The RSD, on the other hand, is applied to a moving locomotive under normal operating 
conditions. As the locomotive passes by the RSD, a reading is taken from part of the 
plume for half a second. The RSD reading is an instantaneous plume reading in a 
specific locomotive power setting – the power setting in which the locomotive happens 
to be operating. The RSD reading is then correlated to a stationary line haul duty cycle 
emission testing performed under controlled conditions. 

This report presents the results of the RSD test program. 

5 See Appendix E for a more detailed explanation of Title 40 CFR Part 92. 
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II. The Remote Sensing Pilot Program 

ARB staff leased the RSDs used for the study from the Bureau of Automotive Repair 
(BAR) of the Department of Consumer Affairs. Studies had already been published on 
the use of the RSD to collect emission data for motor vehicles.6 The schematic below 
shows a typical setup for a motor vehicle RSD.7 

Figure 1: Automobile RSD 
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AB 1222 required that the pilot program be developed and implemented in consultation 
with an Advisory Group comprised of a total of 14 members from the Union Pacific 
Railroad (UP), BNSF Railway (BNSF), South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD), Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD), 
citizen groups, and remote sensing and locomotive technology experts. AB 1222 
provided that UP and BNSF railroads would appoint 50 percent of the members to the 
Advisory Group, and that the other 50 percent would be appointed by the SCAQMD and 
SMAQMD. AB 1222 permitted the ARB to contract with an independent entity to 
conduct the pilot program in consultation with the Advisory Group. 

6 See, for example: Kolb, C., Herndon, S., et al., Mobile Laboratory with Rapid Response Instruments for 
Real-Time Measurements of Urban and Regional Trace Gas and Particulate Distributions and Emission 
Source Characteristics. Environmental Science and Technology, 2004, pp. 5694-5703.  Eastern 
Research Group, Inc., Evaluation of Remote Sensing for Improving California’s Smog Check Program, 
March 2008. 
7 Stedman, D. and Bishop, G., An Analysis of On-Road Remote Sensing as a Tool for Automobile 
Emissions Control, University of Denver Chemistry Department, February 1990. 
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Based on the selection criteria, the following fourteen people were appointed in 
January 2006 to serve as the AB 1222 Advisory Group members to assist the ARB in 
the development and implementation of the remote sensing pilot project. Table 1 lists 
the members and their affiliations. 

Table 1 
AB 1222 Advisory Group Member List 

Name Affiliation 
Chung Liu 

(Alternate: Dean Saito) 
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) 

Tom Christofk 
(Alternate: Larry Greene) 

Placer County Air Pollution Control District 
(Alternate: SCAQMD) 

James R. Hazelton Hazelton Consulting, Ltd. 
Franklin Weinstein Community Representative from Placer County 
Douglas Lawson National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
Penny Newman 

(Alternate: Rachel Lopez) 
Center for Community Action and Environmental Justice (CCAEJ) 

Angelo Logan 
(Alternate: Sylvia Betancourt) 

East Yard Communities for Environmental Justice (EYCEJ) 
(Alternate: CCAEJ) 

Mike Iden Union Pacific Railroad (UP) 
Lanny Schmid UP 
Gary Rubenstein Sierra Research, Inc. 
Mike Stanfill Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway Company (BNSF) 
Larry Milhon BNSF 
David Brann Electro-Motive Diesel, Inc. (EMD) 
Peter Okurowski California Environmental Associates (CEA) 

The Advisory Group held its first meeting on January 31, 2006. From January 2006 
through May 2009, the Advisory Group has held a total of 35 meetings. Table 2 
presents the dates of the meetings. All meetings were held in Sacramento. 
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Table 2 
AB 1222 Advisory Group Meeting Dates 

Advisory Group Meeting Meeting Date 

1st January 31, 2006 
2nd March 3, 2006 
3rd March 22, 2006 
4th April 5, 2006 
5th April 13, 2006 
6th May 3, 2006 
7th May 18, 2006 
8th June 1, 2006 
9th June 20, 2006 

10th July 12, 2006 
11th July 25, 2006 
12th August 8, 2006 
13th September 6, 2006 
14th October 31, 2006 
15th November 8, 2006 
16th November 10, 2006 
17th January 10, 2007 
18th January 31, 2007 
19th February 23, 2007 
20th March 27, 2007 
21st April 24, 2007 
22nd May 21, 2007 
23rd June 15, 2007 
24th July 9, 2007 
25th July 19, 2007 
26th August 23, 2007 
27th September 25, 2007 
28th October 2, 2007 
29th November 6, 2007 
30th November 27, 2007 
31st December 18, 2007 
32nd January 11, 2008 
33rd January 17, 2008 
34th June 12, 2008 
35th January 6, 2009 

In the three initial advisory committee meetings in early 2006, the Advisory Group 
discovered that remote sensing of locomotives posed unique technical challenges, 
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necessitating the development of a much more complex pilot program than had been 
anticipated. Numerous technical issues had to be resolved. 

The major task for the Advisory Group was to develop and agree on a complete test 
plan that met all of the requirements of AB 1222. Some issues in developing the test 
plan were: 

• If and where remote sensing equipment pre-deployment testing should occur; 
• Where and how much field testing of the remote sensing equipment should 

occur; 
• If and where testing of the remote sensing equipment would be conducted in 

parallel with the U.S. EPA Federal Testing Procedure protocol for locomotives 
(Title 40, U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Part 92); and 

• What testing made sense to do in California, and what testing should be done at 
facilities located outside of California. 

This whole process took about nine months and thirteen Advisory Group meetings, from 
January 2006 to the fall of 2006, when the Advisory Group approved a three-phase test 
plan for the RSD: 

• Phase 1: Adaptation of the RSD to measure locomotive emissions. 
• Phase 2: Field deployment and field sampling. 
• Phase 3: Correlation testing. 

As planned, Phase 2 would provide a sampling of emissions from a large group of 
locomotives that travel in California, and would also address the AB 1222 requirement 
that readings be obtained for an adequate sample to be representative of the 
locomotive fleet operating in California. The data from Phase 2 would be sorted to 
develop population distributions for the sampled fleet, potentially allowing for 
parameters to be established for identification of “gross” or “excessive” polluters in the 
California locomotive fleet. 

A. Phase 1: Adaptation of RSD to Read Locomotive Emissions 

This phase was designed to make the necessary adjustments to the RSD unit leased 
from BAR so that it could read diesel locomotive NO8, PM9, and CO emissions. The 
RSD reads NO, PM, and CO. The necessary adjustments would be determined 
through multiple locomotive emission readings under controlled conditions to establish 
‘precision’ levels for the RSD. Phase 1 included two elements. These elements are 
discussed in the following sections. 

8 AB1222 specifies NOx, the sum of NO and nitrogen dioxide NO2. NOx is calculated from the RSD NO 
reading by using an assumed NO2 to NO ratio. 
9 Determined from a smoke factor, which is used as a surrogate for PM. 
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Element 1: Evaluation of field installation logistics 

This element was for the evaluation and assessment of RSD equipment to read 
locomotive emissions and to make the RSD equipment adjustments needed for use 
both in the field and for laboratory correlation. 

BAR provided four gasoline vehicle RSDs from their inventory. The four RSDs were 
manufactured by Environmental Systems Products (ESP) in 2002. The gasoline vehicle 
BAR RSDs were modified by ESP to read diesel emissions from locomotive exhaust 
stacks. The changes in the RSDs entailed numerous technical modifications by ESP at 
their facility in Tucson, Arizona. This work was initiated in September 2006 and took 
about two months. 

Element 2: Testing for establishing field deployment issues 

In this second element of Phase 1, the modified RSD was used at the Railroad Test 
Track at the Transportation Technology Center Inc. (TTCI) testing facility in Pueblo, 
Colorado to sample plumes from locomotives. TTCI was made available for this study 
by UP and BNSF. The Railroad Test Track at TTCI provides controlled track conditions 
for safety, accessibility, and availability issues that would arise in attempting to use an 
active railyard. 

Figure 2: TTCI Testing Facility 
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After reviewing BNSF and UP railyard operations and line operations, the Advisory 
Group decided to pursue two separate configurations for the RSD equipment at TTCI, a 
direct RSD configuration and an indirect RSD configuration (see Figure 3): 

• Direct RSD Configuration – a conventional remote sensing approach, designed 
for testing of locomotives during line operations, with the entire RSD equipment 
set positioned above the track and at the height of the locomotive exhaust. The 
IR and UV beams cross the locomotive exhaust. 

• Indirect RSD Configuration – designed to allow repeated testing of switcher 
(yard) locomotives moving slowly in a railyard. The indirect RSD is a large 
sample extraction system, with a sampling tube located directly above the track 
at the height of the locomotive exhaust. An air diluter blower extracts a sample 
from the locomotive’s exhaust, and then pipes it to a ground-level accumulator 
box, wherein the IR and UV beams cross the sample. The indirect RSD can be 
operated as a static test station or, with addition of a camera and triggering 
subsystems, as a pass-through station. 

For both the direct RSD configuration and the indirect RSD configuration, a two-
locomotive consist was used, with a BNSF Tier 2 locomotive and a UP pre-Tier 0 
locomotive. 

Two weeks of testing took place at TTCI in January and February 2007. Looping the 
consist around the track provided information on the precision of the RSD system 
through repeat sampling of emission plumes from the same group of locomotives. 

The direct and indirect RSD configurations were set up as shown in Figure 3. 

As the locomotive went by, a motion detector triggered the recording device. At that 
time, both the direct RSD configuration and the indirect RSD configuration took 
instantaneous NO, CO, ultraviolet smoke (for PM calculations), and CO2 data every 
10 milliseconds. Fifty data points, over a total of 0.5 second, are recorded. The 
recorded data are then used to calculate an NO reading, a CO reading, and a PM 
reading for the plume. 
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Figure 3: Direct and Indirect RSD Configurations 
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Some technical issues arose during the testing: 

• Neither the direct RSD nor the indirect RSD configuration was able to distinguish 
between locomotive steady-state operation and transitions between notch (i.e., 
power) settings. This would significantly limit the selection of sites for field 
implementation in Phase 2. Sites would need to be chosen where locomotives 
generally operate in a steady-state mode, and in the same notch (power) setting. 

• With the direct RSD configuration, the NO readings were consistently about half 
the level of the NO readings with the indirect RSD configuration: locomotive 
emission readings for the direct RSD were significantly affected by the hot 
exhaust plume temperature. The indirect RSD, however, was able to provide 
stable and reproducible NO readings for the Tier 2 locomotive: 

• Within a range of 0 to about 40 miles per hour, 
• Operating in higher notch settings (Notches 5 through 8), and 
• Operating in lower notch settings under low wind conditions. 

• Even with the indirect RSD configuration, emission readings from the 
pre-Tier 0 locomotive were neither stable nor reproducible. 
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In view of the technical issues that arose in Element 2 of Phase 1, the Advisory Group 
conferred in March 2007 and made several decisions: 

• More testing was needed before proceeding to the Phase 2 field deployment and 
sampling. 

• While compensation for the effect of high exhaust temperatures on the direct 
RSD configuration might be feasible, further testing would be done only with the 
indirect RSD configuration. 

• The indirect RSD (or extraction, or vacuum advance) system had limitations that 
needed to be addressed by the Advisory Group before proceeding to the 
Phase 2 field study: 

• The indirect RSD configuration needed modifications to provide readings for 
large numbers of locomotives in line haul operation. 

• Pre-Tier 0 locomotives needed further evaluation in order to determine 
whether the stability and reproducibility issues encountered in Phase 1, 
Element 2 were due to the RSD technology or due to pre-Tier 0 locomotives 
themselves. 

In the March 2007 meeting, the Advisory Group decided to test the indirect RSD 
configuration on a group of pre-Tier 0 locomotives in a new round of testing, Phase 2a, 
at the TTCI facility in Pueblo, Colorado before proceeding with Phase 2 field 
deployment. 

B. Phase 2a: Unresolved Issues from Phase 1, Element 2 

Phase 2a testing of the indirect RSD configuration (hereinafter referred to as the indirect 
RSD) was performed over four days at the TTCI facility in Pueblo, Colorado in early 
May 2007, five months after completion of Phase 1, Element 2. A group of four 
pre-Tier 0 locomotives connected in series was used for the testing. Additional funding 
for Phase 2a was provided by ARB and SCAQMD. 

When the locomotives were operating in a constant notch setting, the NO data for each 
locomotive fell within about ±20 percent of the mean. The indirect RSD station was 
positioned where the locomotives were operating in the highest power setting, Notch 8, 
at about 40 miles per hour. However, the amount of established time in Notch 8 could 
vary considerably. Prior Phase 1 test results indicated that the tested pre-Tier 0 
locomotives could produce unstable emissions for up to 2 minutes after a notch 
transition. The ±20 percent NOx variability could be due to the amount of time in 
Notch 8, rather than lack of precision on the part of the indirect RSD. 
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Data from the Phase 2a testing are presented on the ARB website at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/loco/loco.htm. Analysis of the results indicated 
that there were several remaining technical issues associated with remote sensing of 
locomotive emissions: 

• Equipment Reliability: Generator failure resulted in non-collection of data on 
one of the four days. 

• Low Rate of Valid Readings: About 20 percent of the NO readings for the 
locomotive in the front position of the four-locomotive consist were valid; for the 
subsequent three locomotives in the consist, about 30 to 40 percent of the 
NO readings were valid. Further analysis by ESP showed that dynamic effects in 
the accumulator box were a significant cause of the high rate of invalid readings. 
Performance of the indirect RSD varies considerably with positioning of the beam 
path within the accumulator box. Sufficient gas must be sampled to obtain a 
valid reading. As the sample gas was moving through the accumulator box 
during Phase 2a, most of the sample flow was at the top of the box – above the 
optical beam path – with some leakage out the ends. The expected amplification 
was not obtained and there was too much accumulation. Subsequent to Phase 
2a testing, a flow direction grill was added to direct the sample gas velocity to the 
middle of the accumulator box, in the path of the optical beam. 

Figure 4: Flow in Accumulator Box During Phase 2a 

Exhaust Most of the sample gas moves through the box 
above the optical beam path. 

Dilution air 

Exhaust Fan 

Optical Beam Path 

Sample gas Sample gas 

• Wind Turbulence: The large wind pressure front faced by the front locomotive 
could significantly compress the sample head to an extent that the sampling flow 
could be significantly reduced, leading to the lower rate of valid readings noted 
for the front locomotive. 
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• Billowing Effect: For locomotives operating specifically within a railyard, the low 
velocity could potentially allow for locomotive plumes to billow, making it difficult 
or impossible to distinguish among the plumes in a multiple-locomotive consist. 

The Advisory Group addressed the challenges encountered in Phase 2a before 
proceeding with Phase 2 field testing. More expensive and rugged generators were 
purchased. The equipment for the indirect RSD was modified by the addition of 
direction grills to direct the sample gas flow to the middle of the accumulator box, 
directly in the path of the optical beam. Also, the amount of overall flow in the sampling 
system needed to be significantly increased in order to minimize dwell time in the 
optical sampling path to avoid accumulating and mixing the readings from individual 
locomotives at speeds greater than 40 miles per hour. Reinforcements were added to 
the sample head to prevent compression due to wind turbulence from affecting the 
emissions readings for the front locomotive. 

The Advisory Group decided that, with these modifications, the indirect RSD units were 
able to provide stable, reproducible readings regardless of locomotive tier, and were 
now ready for Phase 2 field deployment. 

C. Phase 2: Field Deployment and Fleet Sampling 

For Phase 2, the indirect RSD configuration was tested both for line haul locomotives 
operating within a railyard and for line haul locomotives in rail operation (road use). The 
data from Phase 2 would be sorted to develop population distributions for the sampled 
fleet. Potentially, this would then allow for parameters to be established for 
identification of “gross” or “excessive” polluters in the California locomotive fleet. 

From the earliest Advisory Group meetings, the selection of sites for implementation of 
Phase 2 was a frequent topic of discussion. Consistent with the direction of AB 1222, 
the Advisory Group looked for sites for both the rail line testing and yard testing of the 
indirect RSD in northern California and southern California. Also, the sites for yard 
testing would need to be larger railyards, and the sites for rail line testing would need to 
have heavy traffic of both BNSF and UP locomotives. Sites chosen according to these 
criteria would provide a sampling of emissions from a large group of geographically 
representative locomotives that travel in California, thereby addressing the AB 1222 
requirement that sufficient data be obtained to ensure testing of a representative sample 
of the locomotive fleet operating in California. Furthermore, rail line and yard locations 
in northern and southern California needed to be chosen so as not to interrupt routine 
operations or to raise safety issues. 

Examination of in-use testing data under the highly controlled laboratory testing 
conditions of Title 40 CFR Part 92, which measures and then weights emissions over 
the entire line haul duty cycle, had shown that locomotive emissions in the highest notch 
setting, Notch 8, were generally representative of the line haul duty cycle as a whole. 
However, Notch 8 power setting emissions can vary widely for individual line haul 
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locomotive makes and models: Notch 8 emissions can be below or above the line haul 
duty cycle emission standards. For a locomotive in normal operating conditions, the 
indirect RSD takes a single reading, which is either at just one power setting or 
transitioning between power settings. Rail line locations with a positive grade were 
chosen for Phase 2 testing to increase the likelihood that the indirect RSD readings 
would be from locomotives operating in Notch 8. 

As a result of the February 2007 Phase 1 testing and May 2007 Phase 2a testing at 
TTCI, additional factors came into play in the selection of Phase 2 sites. The TTCI 
Phase 1 and Phase 2a testing showed that the indirect RSD provided stable and 
reproducible NO readings for locomotives operating in higher notch settings, at speeds 
of about 40 miles per hour. 

In mid-2007, the Advisory Group selected three locations for testing of the indirect RSD 
configuration on line haul locomotives in three rail locations: two in southern California, 
and one in northern California. These locations were selected for the Phase 2 field 
study in southern and northern California because the locomotives would operate 
ascending a grade of 1 to 3 percent. At such a grade, line haul locomotives would be 
more likely to be operating in Notch 8, and at speeds approaching but not exceeding 
40 miles per hour. 

The two locations in southern California were both at the Cajon Pass, which is about 
13 miles northwest of San Bernardino, at the junction of I-15 and SR-138 (See 
Figure 5). The Cajon Pass is a mountain pass between the San Bernardino Mountains 
and the San Gabriel Mountains,10 with a 2 to 3 percent eastbound grade, so there is a 
high probability that the eastbound locomotives would be operating in Notch 8. The 
Cajon Pass is within the South Coast Air Basin, near its northern boundary. Union 
Pacific Railroad has one railroad track through the pass, and BNSF Railway has two 
tracks: the three Cajon Pass tracks together have up to 100 trains per day inbound and 
outbound from the South Coast Air Basin. AB 1222 remote sensing testing was only 
performed in the outbound (eastbound) direction, because locomotives in the inbound 
direction (i.e., descending the Cajon grade) were more likely to be in dynamic brake 
mode. 

10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cajon_Pass 
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Figure 5: Field Deployment in Southern California at Cajon Pass 
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The northern California location was about 50 miles northeast of Sacramento in 
Weimar, where UP has a railroad track (See Figure 6). The track at Weimar has an 
eastbound grade of about 1 percent, so there is a high probability that locomotives 
heading east would be operating in Notch 8. The Weimar location is in the Placer 
County Air Pollution Control District. Eastbound and westbound traffic totals about 
20 trains per day. AB 1222 remote sensing testing was only performed in the 
eastbound direction, because locomotives in the westbound direction (i.e., descending 
the Weimar grade) were more likely to be in dynamic brake mode. 

Figure 6: Field Deployment in Northern California at Weimar 
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For testing of the indirect RSD configuration on line haul locomotives in yard operation, 
the Advisory Group selected two locations: UP Colton (about 55 miles east of 
Los Angeles) in southern California and UP Roseville (about 20 miles northeast of 
Sacramento) in northern California. 
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Once the Advisory Group agreed in mid-2007 on the locations for Phase 2 rail line and 
yard operation, there were multiple steps that needed to be taken before in-field testing 
of the indirect RSD could start: issuing a task order to procure equipment; fabrication, 
testing, and delivery of the equipment; and site permitting. Site permitting consisted of 
preparation of engineering drawings, approval by UP and BNSF, and drawing up an 
access agreement. 

Line Haul Operations 

The Phase 2 testing of line haul locomotives in line haul operation was first done in 
southern California at the Cajon Pass, then in northern California at Weimar. 

• BNSF Cajon - September 19, 2007 through October 5, 2007. 

• UP Cajon - September 24, 2007 through October 7, 2007. 

• Weimar - January 24, 2008 through February 7, 2008. 

At all three locations, the indirect RSD took readings from locomotives ascending the 
grade; locomotive speeds were typically 15 to 20 miles per hour. Locomotives 
descending the grade were in dynamic brake mode and were not monitored by the 
indirect RSD. Fifty data points, over a total of 0.5 second, were recorded. The 
recorded data were then used to calculate an NO reading, a CO reading, and a PM 
reading for the plume. The indirect RSD would then wait 0.4 second. If it detected a 
plume, either from the same locomotive or from another locomotive, it would again 
record fifty data points over 0.5 second. 

A video camera taped the passing locomotives, which provided locomotive identification 
information (i.e., company and road numbers). During nighttime video operation at 
Cajon, locomotive headlight blooming often created a problem in reliably identifying 
road numbers, especially for the first locomotive in a consist. This problem was 
corrected for northern California deployment at Weimar, where the camera was aimed 
in the direction of train traffic. 

The indirect RSD data and video records were prepared and reviewed by ESP staff, 
then submitted to ARB in late 2007 and early 2008. The data submitted were average, 
maximum, and minimum indirect RSD readings for NO, PM, and CO as the locomotive 
ascended the grade at UP Cajon, BNSF Cajon, and Weimar. 

ARB staff went through an extensive review process; this process took about seven 
months. The video records (most often video clips and JPEG photographs, but in some 
cases only JPEG photographs) were examined to ensure that the locomotives were 
correctly identified. The average indirect RSD readings were used to calculate NOx, 
PM, and CO emissions for each locomotive. Some locomotives at UP Cajon and BNSF 
Cajon were noted to ascend the grade more than once. For the repeat locomotives, the 
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NOx, PM, and CO emissions were calculated for each time the locomotive ascended the 
grade. 

Statistical analyses were performed to compare the indirect RSD data to the U.S. EPA 
locomotive emissions standards. In June 2008, ARB staff made a presentation of the 
preliminary indirect RSD data to the Advisory Group. 

Advisory Group review after the June 2008 presentation brought several issues to light: 

• Data Issue #1: Some indirect RSD readings were assigned to the wrong 
locomotive. 

• Data Issue #2: The average, maximum, and minimum indirect RSD readings as 
the locomotive ascended the grade were generally determined from a larger 
sample (from the main part of the plume) and one or more smaller samples (from 
the periphery of the plume, where the emission readings could be different). 

• Data Issue #3: Some locomotives were assigned indirect RSD readings with 
samples from mixed plumes (i.e., the sample taken over the 0.5 second interval 
was from two locomotives). 

• Data Issue #4: Some locomotive road numbers were incorrect. 

To aid in resolving these data issues, ARB requested raw indirect RSD data. The raw 
data consisted of the fifty data points, taken over a total of 0.5 second, used to calculate 
each NO, PM, and CO reading for the plume. ARB staff then carefully reviewed the raw 
indirect RSD data. The video clips and JPEG photographs were reviewed once again in 
the light of the newly raised data issues. 

• Data Issue #1: Assigning indirect RSD readings to the right locomotive 

Each NO, PM, and CO reading for the plume was time-stamped corresponding to 
the start of the 0.5 second collection interval. Each video clip was time-stamped 
at the beginning and each of the JPEG photographs was also time-stamped. 

Where the video clips were available, the start and finish time for each 
locomotive as it passed the indirect RSD was determined by adding the elapsed 
times at the locomotive’s start and finish to the video clip’s time stamp. Typically, 
the difference between the locomotive’s start and finish was 2 to 3 seconds. 

Where video clips were not available, the JPEG photographs were used. If the 
photograph showed the locomotive’s start, the time stamp was used as the start 
time, with 2.5 seconds added to estimate the finish time; if the photograph 
showed the locomotive’s finish, the time stamp was used as the finish time, with 
2.5 seconds subtracted to estimate the start time. 
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Indirect RSD readings within the start and finish time bin for a locomotive were 
assigned to that locomotive. Unfortunately, the indirect RSD clock and/or the 
camera clock drifted. This problem was not noted until ARB staff review of the 
raw indirect RSD data. ARB staff resolved this problem by determining a 
calibration factor for each day’s indirect RSD time stamps, allowing each day’s 
indirect RSD readings to be matched with each day’s locomotive start and finish 
times. If, as a result of this procedure, an indirect RSD reading could not be 
attributed to a locomotive, the indirect RSD reading was not usable. 

• Data Issue #2: Indirect RSD readings with more than one sample 

With the review of the raw indirect RSD data, ARB spoke with ESP and decided 
that sample bias could be avoided by: 

• Assigning only one indirect RSD reading to each locomotive. 
• Only using indirect RSD readings from large samples.11 If, as the locomotive 

ascended the grade, there was more than one indirect RSD reading from a 
large sample, only the largest sample was used. 

• If the only indirect RSD readings for a locomotive were from small samples, 
then the locomotive was assigned no indirect RSD readings at all. 

• Data Issue #3: Indirect RSD readings with mixed plumes 

Review of the raw indirect RSD data showed that some of the large samples 
were in fact mixed plumes from two locomotives: for the 0.5 second that the 
indirect RSD took a reading, it read from the end of one locomotive’s plume and 
the beginning of the next locomotive in the consist. In each case, the mixed 
plume sample was replaced with a different large sample for a single locomotive. 

• Data Issue #4: Incorrect Road Numbers 

ARB staff double-checked the video clips and JPEG photographs, and corrected 
road numbers as necessary. 

Making these corrections to the indirect RSD data was a complex, labor-intensive 
process that took about five months. ARB staff presented the corrected data to the 
Advisory Group in January 2009. 

11 Size of sample was determined from maximum CO2 level, reported in units of percent CO2 • cm of 
column. Examination of the data showed that maximum CO2 levels ranged from 10 to about 340: 
samples with maximum CO2 level below 40 were considered small samples. For the large samples, the 
average maximum CO2 level was about 140. 
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The indirect RSD data for each of the three locations are summarized below. Note that 
the indirect RSD data are available on the ARB website at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/loco/loco.htm. 

BNSF Cajon 

• Usable data for 834 different locomotives. 
• 120 of the 834 locomotives were repeat locomotives, providing indirect RSD data 

more than once; 4 of the 120 repeat locomotives had four or more indirect RSD 
readings. 

• Including repeat locomotives, there were a total of 997 indirect RSD readings. 
• Indirect RSD readings were obtained for 58 percent of the videotaped 

locomotives. On five of the 17 days, there were indirect RSD data gaps lasting 
12 hours or more: many of these data gaps were due to failure of the generator 
powering the indirect RSD. 

UP Cajon 

• Usable data for 74 different locomotives. 
• 2 of the 74 locomotives were repeat locomotives, providing indirect RSD data 

more than once. 
• Including repeat locomotives, there were a total of 76 indirect RSD readings. 
• On three of the 14 days, there were no indirect RSD data at all. The data gaps 

were attributed to generator failure. 

Weimar 

• Usable data for 65 different locomotives. 
• None of the 65 locomotives were repeat locomotives, so there were a total of 

65 indirect RSD readings from unique locomotives. 
• On six of the 18 days, the indirect RSD was non-operational. This was in part 

due to generator failure, but mostly due to inclement weather. 

Analysis of Indirect RSD Data for Line Haul Operations 

One of the goals of the RSD study was to investigate whether the measured results 
could be calibrated to determine whether a locomotive is above or below the applicable 
federal certification standards. A brief discussion of the U.S. EPA test for compliance 
determination is presented in Appendix E. 

Calculations with Indirect RSD Data 

The indirect RSD readings were not found to vary significantly among the three testing 
locations, so the data from BNSF Cajon, UP Cajon, and Weimar were combined into 
one dataset for analysis. NOx, PM, and CO emissions in grams per brake horsepower-
hour were calculated according to the equations in Appendix D. 
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All locomotives were assumed to be operating in Notch 8. Examination of in-use test 
data shows Notch 8 to be generally representative of the line-haul duty cycle as a whole 
(see further discussion and Table 3 below). For the 73 Cajon and Weimar locomotives 
for which power setting data could be obtained by ARB, 82 percent were found to be in 
Notch 8, and another 12 percent were found to be in Notch 7. However: 

• The indirect RSD cannot read the notch settings of the locomotives passing by, 
nor can it tell whether a locomotive was transitioning from one notch setting to 
another. Transitions between notch settings, generally lasting several seconds, 
can produce significantly higher locomotive emissions. 

• While examination of in-use test data shows that Notch 8 emissions are generally 
representative of the entire line-haul duty cycle, more detailed analysis shows a 
variation of ±10 percent for NOx, ±20 percent for PM, and ±40 percent for CO as 
shown in the summary of available in-use test data12 in Table 3. 

Table 3 
Notch 8 Emissions , as a Percentage of 

Line-Haul Duty Cycle Emissions 
In-Use Test Data Range for Locomotives 

Tier NOx PM CO 
Pre-0 93% - 100% 62% - 102% 63% - 100% 

0 84% - 100% 64% - 102% 80% - 148% 

1 81% - 101% 79% - 99% 91% - 108% 

2 92% - 95% 85% - 97% 61% - 106% 

Furthermore, when in-use testing is performed, the variability in Notch 8 
emissions is such that a locomotive can be in exceedance in Notch 8, and still 
meet federal certification standards when the emissions data are weighted over 
the line haul duty cycle. 

Various other assumptions were made by ARB staff in calculating NOx, PM, and CO 
emissions in grams per brake horsepower-hour: 

• An NO2 to NO ratio of 0.04 was used, based on available published data, which 
were for Notch 8 for a single Tier 0 EMD SD60 locomotive. For other notch 
settings, the available published data for the same Tier 0 EMD SD60 locomotive 

12 Fritz, S., Diesel Fuel Effects on Locomotive Exhaust Emissions, October 2000. 
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show the NO2:NO ratio ranging from 0.01 to 0.0713 . Available internal test data 
for a single pre-Tier 0 EMD 645E3B engine show a much greater NO2:NO ratio, 
but within a tighter band, ranging from 0.13 in Notches 2 through 6 to 0.14 in 
Notches 1, 7, and 8.14 The available published and internal data give an 
uncertainty of -3 to +10 percent for the NOx readings. 

• A ratio of grams per gallon to grams per brake horsepower-hour of 19.7 was 
used, based on an average of in-use test data for Notch 8. Ratios calculated 
from in-use test data for Notch 8 range from 17.0 to 21.1,15 giving an uncertainty 
of -9 to +15 percent for the NOx, PM, and CO readings. 

• No NOx corrections were made for humidity, giving an uncertainty of -7 to 
+10 percent for the NOx readings based on published data.16 

In summary, the various assumptions made introduce the following multiple 
uncertainties in the calculated data: 

• ±10 percent for the Notch 8 to line-haul duty cycle ratio for NOx, ±20 percent for 
PM, and ±40 percent for CO; 

• -3 to +10 percent due to the NO2:NO ratio (applicable to NOx readings only); 
• -9 to +15 percent due to the grams per gallon to grams per brake horsepower-

hour ratio; and 
• -7 to +10 percent for the NOx humidity correction. 

Simple addition of these uncertainties17 produces a combined uncertainty of -29 to 
+45 percent for NOx, -29 to +35 percent for PM, and -49 to +55 percent for CO. More 
importantly, if these locomotives were operating in a lower notch setting, or transitioning 
between notch settings, the uncertainty would be much greater. 

Due to the lack of notch setting information, there are inherent difficulties with relating 
the indirect RSD readings to the measurement standard and the assumptions made in 
calculating emissions data. The indirect readings are either at just one power setting or 
transitioning between power settings. The federal measurement standard is weighted 
over the entire line haul duty cycle of eleven power settings. Therefore, ARB staff 
concludes that the readings taken with the indirect RSD for moving locomotives cannot 
be used to determine the levels of emissions from locomotives and cannot be related to 
the U.S. EPA locomotive emissions standards. 

13 Osborne, D., Fritz, S., Iden, M., and Newburry, D., Exhaust Emissions from a 2,850 kW EMD SD60M 
Locomotive Equipped with a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst, Proceedings of 2007 ASME/IEEE Joint Rail 
Conference & Internal Combustion Engine Spring Technical Conference, March 2007. 
14 Southwest Research Institute Internal Test Data (2003). 
15 Southwest Research Institute Internal Test Data (2007). 
16 Dodge, L. Callahan, T. and Ryan, T., Humidity and Temperature Correction Factors for NOx Emissions 
from Diesel Engines, Southwest Research Institute, June 2003. 
17 This is an oversimplification, which nevertheless gives a general idea of the magnitude of the overall 
uncertainty. 
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Furthermore, even the regulated locomotives with the highest indirect RSD NOx 

readings, which were about twice the federal certification emission standard, could not 
be identified as “gross” or “excessive” polluters. The highest indirect RSD NOx readings 
for unregulated locomotives were within the range of Title 40 CFR Part 92 emission 
testing results. 

Nevertheless, the calculated averages and standard deviations for indirect RSD 
locomotive emissions data can be analyzed for general trends. Calculated indirect RSD 
data are summarized in Table 4: 

Table 4 
Summary of Indirect RSD Data* 
BNSF Cajon, UP Cajon, Weimar 

Tier Number of 
Locomotives 

NOx (g / bhp-hr) PM (g / bhp-hr) CO (g / bhp-hr) 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Relative 
Standard 

Deviation** 
Average Standard 

Deviation 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

Pre-0 60 12.6 2.8 21.8% 0.25 0.20 82.3% 2.06 2.05 99.4% 

0 570 9.2 1.4 15.5% 0.13 0.10 76.4% 0.94 0.36 38.8% 

1 255 8.2 1.3 15.4% 0.14 0.20 139% 0.87 0.35 39.9% 

2 253 6.1 0.8 13.2% 0.06 0.05 78.3% 0.29 0.26 88.7% 

Total 1,138 * Includes repeat locomotives 
** Relative standard deviation is equal to the sample standard deviation divided by the sample average. 

Including duplicates, there were a total of 1,138 locomotives: about 50 percent were 
Tier 0 (built between 2000 and 2001, or built pre-2000 and remanufactured), about 
22 percent were built to Tier 1 emissions standards (built between 2002 and 2004), 
another 22 percent were built to Tier 2 emissions standards (built after 2004), and the 
balance were unregulated (pre-Tier 0, built pre-2000 and not remanufactured). 
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For comparison, U.S. EPA locomotive emissions standards are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5 
U.S. EPA Locomotive Emissions Standards 

Tier NOx (g / bhp-hr) PM (g / bhp-hr) CO (g / bhp-hr) 

Pre-0 None None None 

0 9.5 0.60 5.0 

1 7.4 0.45 2.2 

2 5.5 0.20 1.5 

As would be expected, the average indirect RSD NOx readings are lowest for Tier 2 and 
highest for pre-Tier 0, with relative standard deviations ranging from 13.2 percent for 
Tier 2 to 21.8 percent for pre-Tier 0. For the regulated locomotives (Tiers 0, 1, and 2), 
the highest indirect RSD NOx reading within each tier was about twice the federal 
certification standard. 

The indirect RSD NOx readings are presented by emissions tier in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Indirect RSD NO x Readings by Emissions Tier 
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The indirect RSD PM and CO averages are about the same for Tiers 0 and 1, with 
higher averages for pre-Tier 0 and lower averages for Tier 2. The indirect RSD PM and 
CO readings have a higher standard deviation than the indirect RSD NOx readings: for 
PM, ranging from 76 percent for Tier 0 to 139 percent for Tier 1; and for CO, ranging 
from 39 percent for Tier 0 to 99 percent for pre-Tier 0. This is consistent with the in-use 
test data for PM and CO, which show a wider variation in the ratio of Notch 8 emissions 
to emissions over the entire duty cycle. 

Closer examination of the 1999 University of Denver RSD study [Popp, P. et al., 1999] 
shows that, for the six pre-Tier 0 locomotive emissions measurements measured in 
Notch 8 three miles north of Northport, Nebraska, the relative standard deviation in 
NO emissions was 14.4%. This is similar to the relative standard deviation of 21.8% for 
pre-Tier 0 locomotives determined for the indirect RSD in this study. Popp et al. 
claimed that their RSD was shown to be effective in measuring NO emissions from 
locomotives in normal line-haul operation. To support this claim, however, Popp et al. 
present the NOx results of only one laboratory test from the Southwest Research 
Institute (SwRI) for a similar pre-Tier 0 locomotive engine. The University of Denver 
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RSD study results, when converted to NOx using the NO2 to NO ratio, average about 
25% higher than the SwRI data. 

Also, there is no indication of how, or whether, Popp et al. dealt with the effects of 
exhaust temperature on the NO readings. In Phase 1 of the AB 1222 study, performed 
at TTCI in February 2007, it was found that locomotive emissions for the direct RSD 
were significantly affected by the hot exhaust plume temperatures. It was for this 
reason that subsequent work in the AB 1222 study was all performed using the indirect 
RSD. 

The various deficiencies and limitations noted in measuring NOx, PM, and CO 
emissions with the indirect RSD make it very challenging to meet the third objective of 
the AB 1222 pilot program, which is to calibrate the indirect RSD readings to determine 
whether a given locomotive is above or below the U.S. EPA locomotive emissions 
standards. Taking a locomotive out of service is a considerable financial expense, one 
that cannot be justified unless there is a high degree of certainty that the locomotive’s 
emissions are above the U.S. EPA standards. 

Data for Front Locomotives 

In the Phase 2a testing at TTCI, it was noted that the front locomotive in the four-
locomotive consist had a lower rate of valid readings than the other three locomotives. 
This was thought to be due to the large wind pressure faced by the front locomotive, 
which could significantly reduce sample flow and lead to a lower rate of valid indirect 
RSD readings. Subsequent to the Phase 2a testing, adjustments were made to the 
accumulator box to increase the overall flow in the sampling system. 

The indirect RSD data for BNSF Cajon were further analyzed for differences in front 
locomotive emissions data. The analysis showed that about a quarter of the 
locomotives with valid readings at BNSF Cajon were front locomotives. This was 
approximately equal to the total number of front locomotives, whether their readings 
were valid or not. Furthermore, the average NOx, PM, and CO emissions for the front 
locomotives at BNSF Cajon are almost the same as for the entire Phase 2 dataset. The 
only significant difference noted is for the PM emissions for Tier 1 locomotives, which 
average about a third higher. Therefore, it cannot be concluded from the BNSF Cajon 
data that there is any wind pressure effect on front locomotives. 

Data for Repeat Locomotives 

Four of the repeat locomotives in the Phase 2 field testing had four or more indirect 
RSD readings: two were Tier 0, and two were Tier 2. Their RSD data are summarized 
in Table 6. Analysis of the NOx, PM, and CO data shows that the average and standard 
deviation values for the two Tier 0 locomotives are generally equal to or slightly lower 
than for the entire Tier 0 dataset of 570 indirect RSD readings; the PM standard 
deviations are significantly lower. The average and standard deviation values for the 
two Tier 2 locomotives are generally slightly higher or slightly lower than for the entire 
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Tier 2 dataset of 253 indirect RSD readings, although the PM standard deviations are 
significantly lower, as is the CO standard deviation for one of the Tier 2 locomotives. 

Table 6 
Summary of Indirect RSD Data 

For Repeat Locomotives 

Locomotive Tier 
Number 

of 
Readings 

NOx (g / bhp-hr) PM (g / bhp-hr) CO (g / bhp-hr) 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

BNSF 
4842 

0 22 9.2 1.1 12.1% 0.11 0.02 18.6% 0.93 0.15 15.7% 

BNSF 
4888 

0 9 7.9 0.4 4.9% 0.10 0.02 22.8% 0.80 0.27 33.9% 

BNSF 
7624 

2 4 5.6 0.5 8.1% 0.06 0.01 14.1% 0.24 0.04 16.7% 

BNSF 
7644 

2 10 6.8 1.5 21.3% 0.07 0.02 32.4% 0.41 0.41 100.1% 

Yard Operations 

The Phase 2 testing of line haul locomotives in yard operations was done at the 
UP Colton Railyard, from October 4 through October 18, 2007. 

Since line haul locomotives in yard operation are often operated in idle or in Notch 1, 
they have very small plumes that exit the locomotive at very low velocities. Therefore, a 
locomotive’s plume blooms out and mixes with the previous locomotive’s exhaust, 
making it impossible to assign gas readings to a particular locomotive with the indirect 
RSD. The indirect RSD is clearly not suitable for yard locomotive monitoring. A 
decision was made by the Advisory Group to discontinue UP Colton yard testing after 
two weeks, and not to proceed with the previously planned northern California yard 
testing at the UP Roseville Railyard. 

D. Phase 3: Correlation Testing 

This final phase was designed to relate indirect RSD emission readings to federal 
certification standards for locomotives under controlled test conditions. Federal 
certification testing is done on a stationary locomotive. Plans for Phase 3 testing were 
made shortly after completion of Phase 2 testing at BNSF Cajon and UP Cajon in 
October 2008, and took about three months. In January and February 2008, a 
Tier 0 locomotive and a Tier 2 locomotive were tested at the UP Roseville Railyard. 
The trailer for federal certification testing was transported by SwRI from its headquarters 
in San Antonio, Texas; ESP provided the indirect RSD equipment. 

Both locomotives cycled three times through idling, dynamic braking, and Notches 1 
through 8. Each of the three times, for each setting, indirect RSD readings, performed 
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by ESP, were conducted in parallel with the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) protocol 
(Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 92), performed by SwRI.18 The Phase 3 
correlation testing was blind, with ESP and SwRI each providing results separately to 
CARB. 

Indirect RSD and FTP data are presented on the ARB’s website at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/loco/loco.htm. Statistical analyses were 
performed comparing the locomotive indirect RSD and FTP emissions data for each 
locomotive over the line haul duty cycle for each locomotive. 

Table 7 
Summary of Correlation Testing Data 

Indirect RSD and Federal Test Procedure 

Tier Test 
NOx (g / bhp-hr) PM (g / bhp-hr) CO (g / bhp-hr) 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

Average Standard 
Deviation 

0* Indirect 
RSD 8.40 0.45 0.34 0.0045 0.41 0.065 

0* FTP 8.74 0.031 0.35 0.0033 0.88 0.0076 

2 Indirect 
RSD 

5.60 0.46 0.19 0.11 0.64 0.72 

2 FTP 5.32 0.020 0.12 0.0012 0.56 0.00080 

* An operational error occurred with the indirect RSD during the third test for the Tier 0 locomotive. The 
Table 7 data for the Tier 0 locomotive were calculated using the data for the first two tests. 

Under the highly controlled conditions of the Phase 3 testing: 

• Indirect RSD NOx readings over the duty cycle are close to the FTP NOx 

measurements, with less than 5 percent difference. However, the standard 
deviations are greater for the indirect RSD. 

• The NOx levels for the cleaner Tier 2 locomotive differed by only 0.3 g/bhp-hr: 
5.6 g/bhp-hr for the indirect RSD, versus 5.3 g/bhp-hr for the FTP. Nevertheless, 
the federal certification standard of 5.5 g/bhp-hr is a not-to-exceed standard, so 
even with this slight difference in emissions levels, the indirect RSD would have 
incorrectly identified a complying locomotive as non-complying. 

• Indirect RSD PM readings over the duty cycle are very close to the FTP PM 
measurements for the Tier 0 locomotive, but significantly higher for the Tier 2 
locomotive. For the Tier 2 locomotive, two of the three test results were very 
close; indirect RSD readings during the 2nd test indicated very high occasional 

18 Fritz, S., Osborne, D., AB1222 Locomotive Remote Emissions Sensing: Phase 3 – FTP Correlation 
Testing. March 2008. 
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PM bursts at low notch conditions. There was some visual confirmation of puffs 
of black smoke during the test. This could indicate that the RSD technology is 
much more dynamic in its response than FTP sampling instrumentation. 

• Indirect RSD CO data are significantly different from the FTP CO data. For the 
Tier 0 locomotive, the indirect RSD data average about 50 percent lower. For the 
Tier 2 locomotive, the indirect RSD data average about 15 percent higher, with a 
very high standard deviation. 

E. Indirect RSD Program Cost Estimates for Line Haul Operations 

Based on an evaluation of the data, ARB staff is not recommending that RSD 
equipment be deployed for locomotives. However, as AB 1222 identified a need to 
provide cost data, ARB staff has providing the following estimates If an indirect RSD 
monitoring program were implemented at a single high priority line-haul location for one 
year. The total estimate cost would be about $460,000 as shown below: 

• $200,000: purchase of RSD device; 
• $20,000: purchase of other equipment, site permitting, equipment installation 

and removal; and 
• $240,000: labor for flagman, equipment operator, and data reviewer. 

F. Existing Locomotive Emissions Monitoring Programs 

Implementation of an indirect RSD monitoring program should also be analyzed in the 
light of two existing monitoring programs, the visible emissions reduction program and 
the U.S. EPA in-use test program. These programs are described below. 

Visible Emissions Reduction Program 

Since June 2005, as part of the 2005 ARB / Railroad Statewide Agreement, the 
railroads have been monitoring locomotive emissions under the visible emissions 
reduction program. Locomotives operating in California and exceeding a steady opacity 
measurement of 20 percent must be sent to maintenance facilities to determine whether 
repairs are needed to comply with applicable visible emission standards as set forth in 
federal regulations. 

Visible emission inspections for both BNSF and UP nationally from June 2005 through 
March 2008 are compiled in Table 8. Under the 2005 ARB / Railroad Statewide 
Agreement, the railroads are required to achieve a 99 percent compliance rate for 
visible emissions over a calendar year for locomotives operating in California. For the 
three types of visible emission inspections performed, the overall compliance rate is 
99.4 percent for BNSF and UP nationally. 
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Table 8 
Visible Emissions Reduction Program 

Summary of National Data for BNSF and UP 
June 2005 to March 2008 

Certified 
Opacity Meter 

Certified U.S. 
EPA Method 9 

Non-Certified 
Visible 

Total 

Number 
Inspected 

9,325 37,743 17,819 64,887 

Number 
Passed 

9,324 37,463 17,732 64,519 

Compliance 
Rate 

99.99% 99.3% 99.5% 99.4% 

The few locomotives that failed were repaired to meet Federal opacity standards. The 
most likely cause of excessive emissions would be defective fuel injectors. However, 
every time a locomotive is refueled, all engine systems are checked diagnostically and 
visually, including fuel injectors. Upon identification of defective injectors, they are 
replaced before the locomotive is put back in operation. Also, all locomotives have to 
meet the Federal Railroad Administration 92-day maintenance and inspection 
requirements. 

U.S. EPA In-Use Test Program 

The U.S. EPA in-use test program for determination of compliance with federal 
certification standards for locomotive emissions is Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations 
Part 92 (40 CFR Part 92). Locomotives emissions are monitored under highly 
controlled laboratory testing conditions, with load testing used to simulate locomotive 
operation. To date, not one locomotive tested pursuant to 40 CFR Part 92 has failed to 
meet certification standards. 

The visible emissions reduction program shows that less than one percent of 
locomotives do not comply with the visible emissions standard, and the U.S. EPA 
in-use test program has not yet shown even one locomotive failing to meet federal 
certification standards. Even if the indirect RSD readings could be calibrated to 
determine whether a given locomotive is above or below the U.S. EPA locomotive 
emissions standards, an indirect RSD program would not be likely to provide a level of 
exceedance detection above what is already provided by the visible emissions reduction 
program and the U.S. EPA in-use test program. 
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ASSEMBLY BILL 1222 

HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 39940-39944 

39940. 
(a) The state board shall implement a pilot program to determine emissions from 

locomotives, using wayside remote sensing devices. The objectives of the pilot 
program are to determine whether remote sensing devices can accurately and 
replicably determine, with a reasonable level of precision: 

(1) The levels of nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, and carbon monoxide 
emissions from locomotives. 

(2) Whether a locomotive is subject to tier 0, 1, or 2 federal certification 
standards. 

(3) Whether the measured results can be calibrated to determine whether the 
locomotive emissions are above or below the applicable federal emissions 
certification levels. 

(b) The state board shall design and implement the pilot program in consultation with 
the advisory group established pursuant to Section 39941. 

(c) The pilot program shall collect sufficient data to ensure that a representative 
sample of locomotives operating in the state are tested, so that there is a sufficient 
basis for the state board to meet the objectives and to make the determinations 
that are set forth in subdivision (a). Data collection shall, at a minimum, be 
performed under representative conditions in northern and southern California. 

39941. The state board shall establish an advisory group to make recommendations to 
the state board regarding the design and implementation of the pilot program. 

(a) The advisory group shall consist of an even number of members, not to exceed 14, 
as determined by the boards of the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
and the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District. 

(b) The advisory group shall consist of recognized experts in the field of remote 
sensing and locomotive engine technology, and representatives of citizen 
community groups, representatives of the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District, and representatives of the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality 
Management District. The advisory committee may also include representatives of 
the Union Pacific Railroad and the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway. 

(c) The advisory group shall be appointed by the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District and the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District. If the 
Union Pacific Railroad and Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway choose to 
participate, 50 percent of the members of the advisory group shall be appointed by 
the Union Pacific Railroad and Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway and 50 
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percent shall be appointed by the South Coast Air Quality Management District 
and the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District. 

39942. The state board may contract with an independent entity to conduct the pilot 
program specified in Section 39940, and shall oversee the work of the independent 
entity. The state board shall implement the pilot program in consultation with the 
advisory group established pursuant to Section 39941 to review the design of the pilot 
program and to ensure quality control in collection, reporting, and evaluation of data. 

39943. 
(a) On or before December 31, 2006, the state board shall submit a report to the 

Legislature that includes both of the following: 

(1) A summary of data acquired through the pilot program. 
(2) The state board's determination as to whether the remote sensing devices 

can meet the objectives of the pilot program stated in Section 39940. 

(b) If the state board determines that remote sensing devices can be expected to meet 
objectives of the pilot program stated in Section 39940 to an extent reasonably 
sufficient to allow the state board to make the following projections and 
recommendations, the report shall also include both of the following: 

(1) To the extent feasible, a projection of the amount, location, and timing of 
emission reductions that could be expected from the use of remote sensing 
devices to identify locomotives to be repaired or maintained. 

(2) A projection of the cost to deploy, maintain, and use data from, a system of 
remote sensing devices in areas of high priority in the state, as determined by 
the state board, recommendations regarding the funding of such a program, 
and the expected cost-effectiveness of such a program compared to other 
opportunities for air quality improvement in the covered areas. 

39944. The South Coast Air Quality Management District, the Union Pacific Railroad, 
and the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway shall each reimburse the state board for 
its costs of implementing the pilot program established pursuant to this chapter. The 
Union Pacific Railroad and the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway shall reimburse 
the state board for 25 percent of those costs, but the reimbursement shall not to exceed 
a total of two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) for both railroads. The South Coast 
Air Quality Management District shall reimburse the state board for the balance of the 
costs of implementing the pilot program, but the reimbursement shall not exceed a total 
of three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000). Funds provided by the Union Pacific 
Railroad and Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway shall be used only to reimburse the 
state board for the costs of planning, implementing, evaluating, and reporting the results 
of, the pilot program as it relates to the testing of locomotives operated by those 
railroads. 
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NTRODUCTION 

!\tiany cities in the United States are in violation of the air quality standards e~1ablished by 
the Euvirownental Protection Agency. Caibon monoxide (CO) levels become elevated 
primarily due. to direc.t emission of the gas. Grouud-level ozone, a major component of 
tu·bao smog, is produced by the photochemical reac.tioo of nitrogen oxides (NOJ and 
hydrocarbon;, (HC). As of 1997, railroad locomotives contributed an almost negligible 
amount of the CO aud HC to the national emissio~ inveuto1y (0.1%of tbe CO and 
0.25% of the HC). Nitrogen oxide emissions cooflibuted to the atmosphere by 
locomotives, however, were 4% of the national inventory1

, and in urban areas with high 
mil traffic locomotives are thought to represent as much as 10% of the. total NO" 
inventory.1 

As a re.suit of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment;, the. United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) ,vill be. enac.ting emissions $iandards for railroad locomotives 
beginning in the year 2000. There are. three se,parate sets of ~1andards, ,1..-itb the 
applicability of the. standard dependent upon the date the. locomotive. was first 
manufuc.tured. The. first set of !.taudards, Tier 0, apply to locomotives manufactured in 
the yeais from 1973 to 2001, anytime. they are fu·.,t maoufac.tured or remanufactured. 
Tier I regulation;, apply to locomotives originally manufactured in the. years 2002-2004. 
Tues.e. locomotives will be. required to meet the Tier 1 standards at the time. of 
mauufuc.ture and at any subsequent remanufacture. Locomotives mauufac.tured in 2005 
and later ,viU be. required to meet the Tier 2 standards, again at the. time of manufacture. 
and at each renwmfacture. dtuing the useful life of the engine. It is thought that 
regulation of the. remanufac.ttu:ing proces.s. is critical, since. a loc.omotive engine. may be. 
remanufactured 5-10 times dtulng a typical 40 ye.ar ~ 1vic-e. life.time.:3 

Pmc.tically all of the 21,000 locomotives o"ned by Class I raih·oads in the. United States 
are. diesel-elec.trics~ produc,ed by one of two manufacturen; the Electromotive. Division of 
General Motois (EMD) or Geneial Electric Traospo,tatioo Sy.,tems (GETS). A diesel
electric locomotive generat~ power by means of a high-output compression ignition 
engine, designed to operate at a maximum speed of approximately I 000 rpm. The output 
powe.r from the eugiue. is conve11ed to electrical energy by me.ans of a generator or 
alte1uator that is directly co1111ected to the. engine. The e.lectricity is tbeu used to drive 
electric motors, called trac.tion motors, which are connected to the. drive. wheels. !\tfode111 
locomotive:> make use of altemating current trac.tion motors, but many older locomotives 
in the. U.S. fleet are equipped wi th direct current motor.:>. 

Tue electrical connection ben1.-een the powe-1plant and the. drive. whee.ls is in conrrMt to 
most other motor vehicles, which us.e. a direct mechanical connection (the. transmission). 
Due to this mechanical oonnec.tion, there is a direct relationship bet\\'een engine speed 
and vehicle speed, and as a result, eugiue. speed in direc.t-cblve vehicles is highly variable 
:in rt <l.PpPn<l.P.ut npnn <'l('IP.r:'lt.1ne, mo<l.P. RP.("':itl.,_P. thP. 1mWP:t}"ll:mt 1n :i lo<'nmo t.1·uP. ir. 
electrically connected to the chive wheels, howe.ver, the locomotive engine. can be. 
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rated at a pre:...et power output and fixed engine. rpm without any obligation to match 
the. vehicle speed. Tue locomotive. e.ugiue., therefore, can operate in an e-:..sentially steady
state. mode, i-n a number of discrete power settings that are. re.fen-ed to as notcbe-:.. 
Railroad engines have eight throttle notch po.sitio~ , in addition to idle and dynamic 
brake settings.. Tue notch positions are mune,ically identified, ,vitb notch 1 being the. 
lo,1.-e1 • .t drive powe.r s.e.tting.. and notch 8 be.ing the highest !setting. Each notch 
con~pouds ·to a discrete setting on the fuel delivety syste.m in the. e.ugiue., and these are. 
the. only drive po wet· s.e.ttings at which the engine. can be. operated. s 

In addition to mechanical brakes, mo.st die-:.e.1-electric locomotive-:. in use. are equipped 
with dynamic brakes. In dynamic braking mode, the traction motor.-:. are ope.rated as 
generator.-:. resi$1ing the rotation of the. drive. wheels and exe11ing a braking effect on the. 
train. Toe. con-ent generated by the. traction :motors is dissipated as be.at through a high
re$'ist.ance cooling gild on the. roof of the. locomotive .. \Nbile. the. engine is u.ot genei·ating 
motive power in the dynamic braking mode, elecnical power is generated to operate 
cooling fons on the. resistance grids. The. power output of a locomotive. engine. in 
dynamic braking mode. is typically lower than that when generating drive. power.' 

This report cle-:.c1ibe-:. a s.tudy conducted by the University of Denver to a:'>--:.e.ss the. 
feasibility of we.asuring railroad locomotive emis.-:.io~ by remote. s.ensing. Tue. resul ts 
descnOed he1·e are the. first dire.ct meas.urement-:. of emissions fi:om in-use. locomotives. 
Suppo,t for this project was provided by the Federal Highway Administration under the 
Transpo11ation Environmental Rese.arch Prograw. 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

Tue remote s~ or used in this s.tudy was de·veloped at the. Unive.rsity ofDenve.r for 
measuring pollutants in motor vehicle exhaust, and has pre.viou-:.ly been described in the 
literature .. 6.7 Tue im.tmment consists of a nO".O-dispersive. infi:ared (IR) component for 

detecting carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide (CO,), and hydrocarbons, and a dispe1sive 
uln·a,fole.t (UV) ;pectrome.ter for mea;uring nitric oxide. The system i, ;hewn 
schematically in Figure. 1. Tue light source and de.tector twit-:. are po$'itioued on oppo.site. 
sides of the. r ail, e.Je.vated to a he.ight above the. locomotive. exhau-:.t port. Collinear be.ams 
of IR and UV light are pa:'>-sed across the.rail into the IR detector unit, and aa'e then 
focused onto a dichroic ulin-or, which serves to separate. the be.ams into the.i:r IR and UV 
oomponents. The IR light is then trnru.mitted to a spinning polygon ruin-or, which 
spreads the. light across the four infrared det,ec.tor.s; CO, CO,, HC and refere:nce .. 

Tue UV light is reflec.ted off the surface of the beam splitte.r and is foe.used :into the end 
of a quartz fiber-optic cable, which 1rrur,ruits the light to au ultra\<iolet spec.trometer. The 
UV unit is then capable of quantifying nit1ic oxide. by measuring an absorbance band at 
226 run in the ultraviolet :.,pectruw and comparing to a c;alibratiou $pectmm in the. s.awe. 
J'egion.. 
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Figure 1. Univer.sity of De.uver remote seus.ing ~-ystem configured for measuring 
locomotive emis.sio~. 
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measuring locomotive. exhaust in this s.tudy, the. sy~1em was manually triggered 
when the operator detenuiued that the. exhaust port was about to pass nuder the. sensing 
beam. Onc:e. data collection was initiated, the lll$itument sampled continuously at 100 Hz 
for a period of e.ither 2 s or 10 s, de.pending 0 11 the. data colJec.tion routine being used. At 
the. end of the sampling pe1iod, a data file. ,,..-as compiled containing voltages from each of 
the. 4 IR detectol'S as well as simultaneous NO concentrations repotiled by the. UV sy~1em. 
Tue data file contains 100 voltag,es fi:om each of the IR detectol'S m d 100 s.imultaneously 
measw'ed NO concentrations for each second of measurement. 

Data post-processing M i involves conve11ing the 4 IR voltages to conceutratiou values 
for CO, CO,, and HC for each of the. 10 ms measurements. The ratios of CO/CO,, 
HC/CO, and NO/CO, in the. exboust are then detemlined by a classical least squares 
analysis. In this study, the le~t squares 1'egression was performed using 50-100 data 
points collected after the. exhaust plume passed the seu:sor. The number of data points 
used in the. analysis varied, because every locomotive passed the se:osor at a diffei·ent 
time. dtuing the data collection period. One hundred data points were used whenever 
po.s.sible, and a measurement attempt was detennined to be. \u.1succesdW if the plwne 
measwffileut contained less than 50 data points. This procedure. is illustrated in Figures 
2a and 2b for a measurement taken of an a.ID SD-40-2, operating in notch 7. Figtu·e. 2a 
illu~1rates the. s.imultaneous NO and C01 concentrations in the. pltlll!le, as observed by the. 
remote sensor. Both gases are. sho,i,n as a percent of full scale. because. the CO2 

conc,eutratio~ a1'e much higher tihan the NO concentrations. Figure 2b ilJustmtes the. 
least squares plot obtained from the tmces in Figure 2a. The slope of the line given by a 
least squares 1'egi'ession of the data in this plot represents the NO/CO2 ratio in the 
locomotive exhaust. On their own, the ratios of CO/CO,, HC/CO, and NO/CO, are 
useful paramete.l'S to describe. a hydrocarbon combustion ~-ys--tem6

• but a knowledge of 
combustion chemist1y aUo,,..-.~ one to use these ratios to forther calculate. the mass 
emissfons of CO, HC, and NO in the exhaust, in units of g/kg of fuel coosumed. To 
follow convention. we are. repo1ting nitric. oxide in units of grams of N01 pet· kg of fit.el 
consumed. Most of the. NOx e.mi1ted from an inte1ual combustion engine. is in the. fonu of 
N0.3 Toe 1'elativeJy ~malt amount of N0 2 means that the NO emissions we repo,1 are. 
close to Jo,1.-ei· limit~ for total NO a. The Jffilote. sensor used in this study doe.~ repo11 
measw'ed opacity, but the. instrument has uot been optimized for the measurement of this 
parameter so it is not repo11ed he:rein. 

There. we1'e nv·o field locations used for data collection in this study·. On January 26, 
1999, measurement, were. conducted at the Burlington No11hem Sa:nta Fe (BNSF) facility 
at Alliance, Nebraska. Tue iw..trument configuration at this location is illnstrated in 
Figw'e 3a. Scaffolding was erected on both s.icles of a closed s.iding to e.le.vate. the 
~1nwient to a height of 17 feet. Burlington Northern Santa Fe supplied two 
locomotives for te.,ting at this location; a 3000 horsepower 1978 E1',fil SD-40-2 
(BN7833) and a 4000 boisepower 1995 a.ID SD70MAC (BN9663). Each of tbe. two 
locomotiv~ was measured at least once in notche.~ 1-7. and 5 times at notch 8. 
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(a) and the least squares plot obtained from the same data (b). Data in (a) are. represented 
as a pe.rcent of full scale because of the. differenc,e. in magnitude of the NO and CO2 
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SD-40-2 was measured fost, followed by the SD-70MAC. Tue locomotives were 
linked for the duration of the. test period. Each time. a locomotive was driven p~t the 
sensor to be. me.asure.d, the. other was in tow and shut down. Approximately 300 feet of 
track was utilized ou e.ither side of the remote sensor location.. Toe. locomotive being 
tested ,vas po,1.-ere.d up, driven pa$t the sens.or and mea~ured, and then dec:e.lerate.d to a 
stop. The nex.t measureme.ut would theu be coudncted ,v1th the. locomotive. driving pa$i 

the. ~nsor in the. opposite direction. This continued until the. locomotives were me~ured 
in notches 7 and 8. For s.afety re.asous. measuremeuts conduc.ted in notches 7 and 8 \\'ere. 
made. ,vith the. tmin travelling in only one clirectiou (southbound) bec;ause there. was 
considerably more. open track to the south of our location than there was in the 
northbound direc.tion. After each tun was made. in the southbound clirection in notch 7 or 
8, the train would reverse. in an unlcuown notch (no measurement was made) in 
preparation for another test nm in the. southbotmd direc.tion. 

On Janua1y 27, 1999, the second location ,1..-as used to measure. in-use. locomotives 
hauling c.oal trains. This location consisted of a single. track passing through a sandstone. 
cut approximately 3 miles north ofNo,thport, Ne.braska. The. track at this location has au 
uphill grade of approximately 1-1.5 % in the eastbound direction. Tue in;tnuneut 
configuration at this site is illustrated in Figure 3b, sho,v1ng the. light s.ource. and cletec.tor 
units positioned on top of the. cut to achieve. adequate. clearance above the locomotives. 
A total of 10 locomotive measureme.uts were made from 4 different trains at this location. 
Tues.e. me.asurements include. 2 locomotives. being opemted as helpe-t's pushing in the 
e.astbotmd direc.tion and then returning to the bottom of the hill in the. westbotmd 
direction. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A comple.te listing of all mea,uremeot;. made during this study are. shown in Appendix A. 
Tue results. of the measureme.uts couduc.ted at the BNSF yard are. stwun.i.rized graphically 
in Figure 4. Wbeu more than one measurement was made. of a locomotive. in a specific 
notch setting. the. mean emis~fon for that notch is sho,11n. As expected from a lean-bum 
compression-ignition engine, the. CO and HC emissions are. quite low. Iu the. case of the. 
HC mea-surements, the. abuudanc,e. and magnitude of negative. re.ported emissions 
indicates the. emissions are below the. detection limit of the. remote sensor. The NO 
eruis~fons, meanwhile, appear consi~1ent and show only a slight clecrease. as the notch 
setting increases. There. is no $iatistical difference at the. 95% confidence le.ve.J between 
the emissions of the SD-40-2 and the SD-70MAC meamred in notches I through 8. 

There has been little infonnation published relating to the. emissions of railroad 
locomotives.. Previous studies by the. Southwest Rese.arch Institute (SwRI) have involved 
characterizing gaseous and particulate emissions from locomotive. engines in a laboratory 
setting aud from standing passenger locomotives.9-11 More rec:ent work by SwRI 
involved me.asurements of au EMD SD-75!\t{ with an engine. similar in de.sign to the SD-
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Figure 4. Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon and nitric oxide emissions for the E MD SD-
40-2 and SD-70MAC measured at the BNSF yard at Alliru1ce, NE. 
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reported in this study. 11 Figure 5 illus trates the NO, emissions measured from 
the SD-75M by SwRI when burning a conventional high sulfur (0.315% S) fuel. It 
should be noted that the emissions from the standing SD-75M have been converted to 
units of gikg fuel burned from g/bhp·hr, and that these mltllbers represent a measurement 
of total NO,, reported as grams ofNO1. Shown for comparison are the NO emissions by 
notch setting for the SD-70MAC measured in this study, also reported as gran1S ofNO2• 

In contrast to the emissions of the SD-70MAC, the NO, emissions reported by SwRI 
increase with notch setting, and then decrease slightly at notch 8 . The difference between 

the SwRI numbers and the emissio11s reported in this study can be partly attributed to 
SwRI measuring total NO, while the remote sensor used in this study, as presently 
configured, measures only NO. As stated previously, most of the NO, emitte.d from 
internal combustion engines is in the fonu of NO, but small amotmts ofNO2 could be 

partly responsible for the differences shown in Figure 5. One also expects to see a 
difference in the emissions benveen different engines, and that may also be a partial 

cattse for the observe.cl effect. 

The NO emissions from the in-use line-haul locomotives measured on the second day of 

data collection are shown in Figure 6. These measurements inc.lude a pair of helper 
locomotives pttshing at the rear of a train in the eastbound direction, and then returning to 
the bottom of the hill in the westbotmd direction hauling only a fuel car. We were 
informed by BNSF personnel escorting tts at this site that all locomotives measured in the 
eastbotmd (uphill) direction would be operating in notc.h 8, and that the helpers measured 
in the westbound direction ( downhill) would be in dynamic braking mode. Also shown 
for comparison in Figure 6 is the me.an NO emission for both locomotives measured in 
notch 8 at the BNSF yard, and the NO, emissions for the SD-75M measured by SwRI in 

notch 8. 

As seen in Figure 6, the NO emissions of the in-ttse locomotives are significantly higher 
(at the 95% confidence level) thai1 the emissions of the nvo locomotives measured in 
notch 8 at the BNSF facility. Assuming that the in-use locomotives were in fact 
operating in notch 8, NO production appears to be somewhat dependent upon the load on 
the locomotive. The in-use NO measurements are generally higher but not statistic.ally 
different (at the 95% confidence level) from the NO, measurements of the SD-75M 

conducted by SwRI. Figure 6 also dearly indicates the difference in NO production by 
the helpers, per kg of fuel, when pushing in the uphill direction (in notch 8) and when 

operating in dynaiuic braking mode in the downhill direction (when their fuel 
consumption rate is also much lower) . 

Loc.omoti11e and Automobile NO Emissions in the Deu,,er 1-25 Corridor 

Using the measure.cl mass emissions of nitric oxide from locomotives, it is possible to 

draw a comparison between the contribution of automobiles and locomotives to the NO 
inventory in the Denver I-25 corridor. Approximately 100 locomotives travel the I-25 
corridor in a given 24 hour period, and it is assumed that these locomotives are travelling 
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Figure- 5. Con1parison of NO enllssions fro1u an EMD SD-70:MAC n1easurecl by ren1ote 

sensing at the BNSF yard and NO, emissions from an El\10 SD-75M measured by 
Southwest Rese.arch Institute (SwRI). Both locomotives were equipped with El\10 16-
710 series engines. Note that the SwRI data is a measure of total NO, (NO ai1d N0 2) . 
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20 mph in notch 5. The NO emissions of the EMD SD-70MAC, judged to be 
representative of the fleet travelling through Denver. are 66.0 g/kg fuel (this study). ai1d 
the fuel flow rate in notch 5 is approximately 300 kg/hour. 12 T11e resulting NO emissions 
are 19.8 kg/hour, or 990g g/mile when travelling at 20 mph. Tiirough Denver, therefore, 
I 00 locomotives emit 99 kg of NO/mile. 

The NO emissions of automobiles at 6a, Ave. ai1d I-25 in Denver have recently been 
reported as 571 ppm7, corresponding to mass emissions of 1.4 g of NO/mile (as NO2) 

assuming a fuel density of0.726 g/ml ai1d a fuel mileage of25 mpg. Approximately 225 
000 automobiles per day travel I-25 in both directions through central Denver, a,id 
therefore these vehicles produce 310 kg of NO/mile. Despite the much greater number of 
automobiles travelling the I-25 corridor, it appears tliat locomotives produce almost one 
quarter of the combined NO emissions from locomotives a,id automobiles. It should be 
noted here, however, tliat automobile emissions occur throughout the Denver air basin, 
while locomotives are confined to the I-25 corridor. 

CONCUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have successfully demonstrated the use of an optical re111ote sensor in 111easuri11g 

nitric oxide emissio11s from railroad locomotives. The levels of carbon monoxide ai1d 
hydrocarbons emitted from locomotive engines appear to be below the detec.tion limit of 
the remote sensor. Toe remote se11sor was shown to be effective at measuring nitric 
oxide both in controlled test situations ai1d during nonual line-haul operation. We could 
find no other reported work of nitric oxide emissions measured from in-ttse locomotives. 
The NO emissions measured from an individual EMD SD-70MAC are mostly lower than 
measurements conducted by Southwest Research Institute of a stai1ding locomotive with 
a similar engine design. 

Future work could involve the addition of a second high-speed monochromator to the 
system, for measuring NO2 simulta,ieously with NO. Qua11tifying total NO, would result 
in remote sensing measurements that show closer agreement with other methods of 
de.tection, such as chemiluminescence. Sulfur dioxide (SO2) also displays absorption 
features in the ultraviolet region that should allow it to be quantified by the remote 
sensing method described here. Remote se11sing of S02 emissions should allow a direct 
measurement of the sulfur content of in-use locomotive fuels. 
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PPENDIX A - Locomotive Emissions Data. 

Date Data File Regjstra:ion Type Notd, CO (g/kg) HC(glkg) NO (g NQ,/kg) 

1126/99 141403 8N 7833 S0-40-2 I Insufficient plume detected. 
1126/99 141543 8N 7833 S0-40-2 2 10.9 -4.2 84.1 
1126/99 141649 8N 7833 S0-40-2 3 7.8 -13.5 70.8 
1126/99 141758 8N 7833 S0-40-2 4 Insufficient plume detected. 
1126/99 141850 8N 7833 S0-40-2 5 1.4 0.1 53.5 
1126/99 141954 8N 7833 S0-40-2 6 7.0 6.2 72.7 
1126/99 142042 8N 7833 S0-40-2 7 16.9 8.8 66.3 
1126/99 142226 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 37.6 -1.6 60.0 
1'2fu'99 142456 8N 7833 S0-40-2 1 10.5 0.6 94.5 
1126/99 142536 8N 7833 S0-40-2 2 0.7 10.8 83.0 
1126/99 142634 8N 7833 S0-40-2 3 9.1 -7.8 82.0 
1126/99 142715 8N 7833 S0-40-2 4 1.4 3.0 108.3 
1126/99 142813 8N 7833 S0-40-2 5 30.2 -40.4 86.2 
1126/99 14m 3 8N 7833 S0-40-2 6 0.5 22.6 73.2 
1126/99 143007 8N 7833 S0-40-2 7 31.1 -10.7 62.3 
1126/99 143055 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 43.6 -2.3 65.8 
1126/99 144011 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 31.1 8.5 61.2 
1126/99 144059 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 46.6 -16.7 62.3 
1126/99 144143 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 32.9 .IJ7 24.8 
1126/99 144239 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 24.9 8.3 63.9 
1126/99 144548 8N 7833 S0-40-2 8 38.8 -4.1 53.5 
1126/99 145742 BN9663 S0-70MAC 1 10.6 -1.2 89.7 
1126/99 145829 BN9663 S0-70MAC 2 15.8 -6.2 71.1 
1126/99 145821 BN9663 S0-70MAC 3 -0.1 5.2 62.6 
1126/99 150017 BN9663 S0-70MAC 4 6.9 -6.2 70.3 
1126/99 150208 BN9663 S0-70MAC 5 -1.9 5.2 66.0 
1126/99 150301 BN9663 S0-70MAC 6 5.3 8.8 67.9 
1126/99 150355 BN9663 S0-70MAC 7 25.3 31.8 49.2 
1126/99 150444 BN9663 S0-70MAC 8 18.1 8.8 61.5 
1126/99 150742 BN9663 S0-70MAC 8 4.1 15.5 56.2 
1126/99 150821 BN9663 S0-70MAC ,.,,,..,.;,,g -3.9 113.7 56.7 
1126/99 150908 BN9663 S0-70MAC 8 8.0 -4.7 65.8 
1126/99 151030 BN9663 S0-70MAC 8 4.7 3.2 61.0 
1126/99 151157 BN9663 S0-70MAC 8 6.5 1.6 67.1 
1126/99 151339 BN9663 S0-70MAC 8 15.0 1.07 54.6 
1127199 115539 BNSF 9505 nla 8 16.4 -1.3 89.4 
1127199 115539 BNSF9594 nla 8 1.6 1.2 119.8 
1127199 120109 8N 7261 nla 8 8.3 3.9 78.1 
1127199 120109 8N 7282 nla 8 0.5 0.3 69.4 
1127199 130536 8N 7282 nla DB 22.4 4.0 4:6.2 
1127199 130536 8N 7261 nla DB 20.2 6.3 46.9 
1127199 152621 BNSF9576 nla 8 8.2 1.0 100.8 
1127199 153133 8N 7261 nla 8 7.1 3.2 105.4 
1127199 155537 BNSF9856 nla 8 -0.7 0.7 78.8 
1127199 155537 8N 9691 nla 8 5.6 0.8 93.2 
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Comment Letters from the 
South Coast Air Quality Management District 
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E~ South Coast m Air Quality Management District 
I~ 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91 765-4182 
-~ (909) 396-2000 · http://www.aqmd.gov 

Mr. Bob Fletcher 
Chief, Stationary Source Division 
California Air Resources Board 
I 00 I I Street 
P.O. Box 2815 
Sacramento, CA 95812 

Dear Mr. Fletcher: 

Comments on California Air Resources Board 
Draft Report to the California State Legislation -

April 29, 2009 

Pilot Study on Remote Sensing Device to Measure Locomotive Emissions· 

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (AQMD) staff is providing comments 
on the Draft Final Report for the AB 1222 pilot study on remote sensing device 
technology to measure locomotive emissions. As a member of the AB 1222 Advisory 
Group, we have been closely involved in the process. The AQMD firmly believes the 
results of the pilot study show that indirect remote sensing device (RSD) technology is a 
viable tool in identifying high emitting locomotives, and thereby meets the i11tent of AB 
1222. Because of the success of the pilot study, staff believes that the Advisory Group 
should recommend that an RSD program be implemented to identify high emitting 
locomotives in the state, and legis lative support for funding such a program be 
recommended because of the potential health benefits for Californians, 

We strongly disagree with the reported conclusion that RSD technology failed and should 
not be used as part of a locomotive monitoring program. Uncertainties due to lack of 
locomotive notch settings is reported as the major contributor to the technology's 
inability to measure emission form locomotives. The Advisory Group as a whole, 
recognized from the start of this program, the importance of notch setting information to 
e liminate a major source of uncertainty. The Advisory Group diligently explored various 
options to obtain locomotive notch settings in concert with RSD measurements, and 
ultimately decided on testing sites which ensured the highest probability a locomotive 
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Mr. Bob Fletcher - 2 - April 29, 2009 

would operate in a fixed and known notch setting of notch 8 (steep grades in the Cajon 
Pass and the Sierra Nevada foothills near Weimar). The choice resulted in over 90% of . 
the locomotives measured operating in the two highest notches and the results clearly 
showed the expected differences between the tier level emission rates notwithstanding the 
uncertainty caused by the lack of notch information. 

To demonstrate further the technology' s successful demonstration, the Phase 3 results 
clearly show accurate measurements of NOx-and PM emissions (see Table I) and 
confirm the RSD technology's utility. Staff believes that the technology could be added 
today to the existing locomotive testing currently performed by the ra ilroads. Moreover, 
with some minor modifications to the field deployment ofRSD (e.g. collection of 
locomotive throttle "notch" setting and humidity measurements), we believe RSD could 
be used to monitor emissions from in-use locomotives in high priority areas to ensure the 
cleanest operation of locomotives. 

Table 1 - FTP vs. RSD from Phase 3: Correlation. AB 1222 Pilot Study 

Tier 0 FTP RSD I Tier 2 FTP RSD 
NOx (avg) 8.74 · 8.4 ~-NOx (avg) 5.32 5.6 
PM (avg) 0.35 0.34 I PM (avg) 0 .12 0.19 

We strongly urge that CARB staff revise the report to reflect the successful 
demonstration of the RSD technology and to recommend implementation ofan RSD 
emissions monitoring program for locomotives. This program could be incorporated into 
the railroads' normal periodic locomotive performance testing routines or other 

. maintenance programs where load testing of a locomotive is required or could be 
performed. Such a program will benefit the ra ilroads and residents adjacent to railyards. 
Class r railroads would have a tool to evaluate proper engine operation whi•ch could 
translate into improved engine performance and fue l cost savings. More importantly 
residents could be ensured that locomotives are performing at their certified levels of 
em1ss1ons. 

In summary, staff believes the results of Phase 2 (field measurements on moving 
locomotives) and Phase 3 (stationary, load test locomotive measurements) strongly 
suggest that RSD, with knowledge of the locomotive' s notch setting, could be used in 
high priority areas to determine compliance with locomotive emission standards. 
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Mr. Bob Fletcher - 3 - April 29, 2009 

We recommend that the report provide recommendations to implement an RSD 
emissions monitoring program to identify high emitting locomotives and a follow-on 
study to develop methods that report proper notch setting during an RSD measurement 
campaign. With this improvement, RSD could be used at many locations in California to 
ensure the cleanest operation of locomotives. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report. If you have any questions, 
please contact me at (909) 396-264 7. 

CSL: 1-11-1: OKS: RJP: PMB 

Sincerely, 

e to, Manager 
On-Road Division, Mobile Source Section 
Science & Technology Advancement Office 
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South Coast 
.~~) Air Quality Management District 
.t7.~.t1. 21865 Copley Drtvc, Dlamond Bar, CA 91765-4918 
~ ......... '" (909) 396-2000 • W\V\v.a,:irnd.gov ... ,:,•·' 

Mr. Jtutu:~ Goldslwc, Ex1:euLiv~ Oflicc-r 
California Air Rtsourc<s Boord 
1001 I Street 
P.O. Box 2815 
S•cromento, CA 95812 

Dear Mr. Goldsteno: 

Office of rile Executive Officer 
Barry R. Wallor,/ein, D.Env. 

909.3!16.2100,fax ~9.396.JJ./Q 

D«ember 3, 2009 

Comments on California Air Resources Hoard Draft Report to the California State 
Legislature · Pilot Studv on Remote Sensing Device to Mea.~ure Loconiocive F.mi~slon~ 

'Jbc South Coast Air Quality Management District (AQMD) ,t:,ff is providing comments 
on the revised Draft Final Report titled Remote Sensing lJevice ta Meam1re tocomptive 
Emissions: Repon to the Califoruia Leoi.slature. As a J.hember of the AD 1222 Ad\.·is:ory 
Group, we have been c1osety involved in the process and hin·e pro,..·jded comments on the 
drull repon. At that time, we indicated se,eral area,; of concern relative~ the liodings <1f 
the drnn r:,;port. We ore oxlromoly di,upJN>inted thlll our comms-nls were not nddrcosC<I in 
the fu,al report. We fumly believe the results of the pilot ,tudy show that irulircc1 l'<11lolc 
sensipg device (RSD) technology married with locomotive notch information li a viable 
tool today for identifyjng high emitting locomotives, and thel'eby meets the intent of AB 
1222. We forther believe t11at wilh additional demonstration, the technology would likely 
bo •hie to idonufy Jocomolivos trut( do no\ m<ol >1ppli<ttble NOx cenili'""ioo standards. 
The AQMD staff, therefore, urges the Advioory Group tn recommend that the RSD s!udy 
be exP"nded to identify high emitting locomotives in the state, with lhc proviso lb.st tho 
Railroads be required to supply the necdod notch infonnation. The Final Report's con• 
cl us ion ·of the failure of R8D tecti'nofogy to meet the objective.., of the l>ilot Program is 
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,lame.:; Gold .. tene -2- Dooc:mbor 3, 2009 

hased mainly on the uncenointy from not knowing ti•• nut.h ,cuing or th:: loctmWlivo. 
This can ea$ily he corrected by simply toquiring ti,c notci, love! be rccordod •nd report«!. 

Furthet:m(lre, we recommend tJui.t th& further stud)' be conducted to imprm:e the technal 0 

ogy I.O <lel.emlinc cutnpliance the cenificatio11 levels of lacomotl\o·es. <Tiven the health 
ri>k ""'°'sn""'L finding, from CARB's rllilyllld assessment, it is imperative that CARli 
seek every oppolU!rtity tu q1wnLify at1d )Ut.-ntify pu~tially h1gher emitting Jt1conlot\'\:es. 

Other uncortaintic• idontifiod in 1h• Ro)>ort..,; al.so be •""ilY COU'O<:L<d ( e.g., perfomt 
hmllidity 1ru:osuro111cn\s., p~t1 <1flbe prng,:u,n). Ill od<li~on, otl,er •~•umplion, should be 
.,tudi£d further to dctcnninc exactly how much lhcy C1>111ribut,, Lu lho unC<:rlllir1Ly ofll,e 
R81J ntcaiurcmcnts. It is not cl~ar from th~ report whether the data sets. uS1:d are robus~ 
enough to calculate the unccnaintics as~ociatod with the a~sumptioD:$, Y ct tl\C8c un~cr
taintics arc Rddcd together (an o,·cr-simpii.ii,: and most likely incorrect methodology Lu 
q_11N1tify tbc uncertainty) and used as 011c of the major ccas.on1 in CARB1

~ conclusion ~1-
ativc to th.: failure of the RSD technology. AQMI.) staffbclicvcs that additional ,tudy i., 
\\<arrantcd and should ultimatc]y show that the uncertainties. are sufficiently SJ.nall such 
that !.(SI) can be deployed a, early a.< possible to identify 11011-complianr locomotives (al 
Jc .. t for ~Ox and pos,ibly PM). 

In addition to our general conuncnt:s above we offer the follov,•ing more spcdfic com• 
ments. 

A&cura<:r gfthe RSD Program 
On l'age 2 oftbe Executi\-e Summary, the federal te<t procedure (FTP) and RSD are de
<erihed and compared. We believe that the l'TP and• properly performed RSD program 
will result in more similar test results. than is implied in the Executive? Summary. RSD ;~ 

. described a, being intlucm:cd by a large number of additional variables such as wind 
~peed tnrhulence, amb1enr temperlUllre, humidity And hick. of knowledge of I.he nolch sel
ling. While we ugrt"C Uml the 'FTP i!I performtvd ID a more QOD.lrollcd cn,;ironnicnt~ we 
boli<V< lhol prOpcr m<1dilic«tions t.u the RSD test methods (including recording and~ 
pt'lr1ing notch lt\·el. •~mpmiwcc. i;i:rul humidity mca~nrcrncms) and mcas.urcmcnt location 
(1.0 en~ure the locomotiv~ is tikdy op;u1ting under steady S'btc conditions - Le,, Cajon 
P~) can ~lirtrinatc much o( Lhtv uncgtajnties ~s.sociatcd with these environmental va.
riabre;:;. \\'e recommend reviaing I.he pMUgr11ph to indicate that with these improvement~ 
l<l the RSD measurementn,olhoduluio-, ugn,,mmtbotwccnFTP andRSDwould be suf
liclenl for RSD use at tht: very lea.st as a method for idcntifyh1g gros:s emittinQ loco1t1ll~ 
tive$. Md mt'lRl likely [M determir,ing a loc0tn0tivc,s compliance sraru.s. 

O..erall lh,cenain,vAnah,sis Needs J'101e Delall and Ju.st;neatJon 
Ori PAge ti Arid Pag~s 32 und 33, a description j~ pro,•idcd of the uncertaintiei as.sociated 
with the .:lS..'-llffl(lliOl'ls u~ed b)' CAKB sialf lo com·crt the RSD readings to common wtits 
for comparis.oo to the FTP re.<:ulls. We b~li.i:vc that tbc un~crtainty analysis nc£ds funhcl' 
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refinement aml as rc:port,:,r is fiawed. Finlt. more infom1ation and dcscriprio11 of the data 
wed to gcn~t~ lhc; unccrtttinty values for Cff~h of the assumptions (e.g., NO/N02 ratio: 
humi\lity 1.:om:ctions, ~b:.) is nctded to justify lhc values used in the analysis. As men
tioned abov~ the robustness of the data and analysis is not clear ti-om whot is pre.$ented 
(e.g., the NO/N02 ratio is based on testing results &om only two locomoti1,•es: none of 
which wore a Tier 2 locomotive) and needs to be funhe, e,cpJaioed. Second, simply add
ing the uncenainties to yield an overall w,cenainty nee<ls more i•stilicuuon. AQMD 
swlfbelieve. this approucll is not appropriare a., it is not clear that all ofthe Yariublcs ..-. 
ind~deru... If I.he vuriabl~ nr1: coricluled, a moro sophisticated analysis is warranted. 
Fin•IIY, in<i•ding Ole oncert.inty for Lhc Notch 8 IO lim,-houl duly <yolo ratio is noL ap
propriat1;, While the ratio may "NY, H.!I shown in Table 3 on Page 32, it is afmo$t always 
kss !hon one for KOx and PM (moaning that 1hc No!ch 8 measurement underestimates 
the actu.l v<llue) ond .. RSD is being used to idonlify high cniitt<rs, this will make the 
RSD vulu~ u cons~vutive ~sl.imut1: of the actual emission. and its unccrtaint)' is not prac• 
tiC<llly rck\'1mt. 

<..:onu,ariton of Locomotive RSD p1ogrG1H io Automotllle RSD PMftN»tJ 
011 !'age 34, we do not agree that the l<SD report for automobiles be wed to buttress the 
arguments d,at ltSD should 1101 be used to identify high-emitting locomotives. l\'o< only 
do we nor agree with the conclusions of the study as we reh\}'ed to your staff in our pre
vious commeut tetter, but we note chat RSD measurement<; t()r loc"mocives ure in.hereutly 
much eo.<ier to relate to the certification standards because of Ole 1onnlll oflhc l0<;om<>
,h:1: certilicatfon test cycl~. Sine~ th1: JocomoLh·e t~sl. cyd; is bused on 11 weighted 
S~)' $tate rnea,urement5, Qlld n<)t a cornpJex variable test cycle as lhut vsed for uutomo
biles, it is much simpler to com:l.al<-lh• RSD infonnution with the locomotive certilic•• 
lion s1andard. Thcrcfoo:, RSD should Ix: more clfe<tivc at identifying high emitting lo
con\otivc:s, We bcJfo\'C that K"fa-cncing th.c RSD automobile report is not infonnativc or 
appropriate and rocommcnd it be d<ictcd from the report, 

Re/iall(:1! ()II I'\Xif.ting ln-1/.te Te~ling p,og,qm.~· 
On }>ages 40 3.lld 4 J, the results of the \•isible endssions reduction program lllld the in-use 
testing program are described and shov.· a less than 1 % failure rate (high emiaer identifi
cation rate), This low failure raic along with the federally mandated 92-day maintenance 
3lld inspection requirements are used to coucludc that RSD would not be likely to identi
fy additional high emitting looon,otivcs. While we agree that the resting and routine 
m3intenance docs help in maintaining clean locomotive ope.rations in the Basin, we note 
thllt the \••i:,ible c;:miss{ons test is only lbr PM emissions and does not pro\·idc my i1.ssur .. 
lUJil.:e thu.t I.he NOx. certilication le"·els ~ being met Jn isddition. we understand thlll 
v~ Jew 1ocomoth•es are tested under Lhi; in~w:e t..eclting progr~m. While ha"ing no lo
cvmotives f'1il this Lest to dutc i~ encouraging, mo~ information about the number of lo
comotives te$ted i~ t1fX:cJed for Lh¢ reudr;r to cletr::rmine lhe imponancc ofC'his result. 
Overall, we do n0t agree that the.ie leslS unu ~1• fed<rnlly .-.:qum:d m•inlo'1!alloc arc sufft-
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cient or eliminate ~,c need of an RSD prognun, especially oon>idcring forthcoming 
dtangcs in emission standard~. · 

In swnmary, staffb<:licvos the .. ,ult, of the Pilot Program clearly demonstrate that RSD, 
with knowledge of the locomotive's notch setting. could be used today to identify gross 
emitting locomotives, and '"'ith additi0.113J study, ultimately be able to dctcnuinc if a lo .. 
comotive ii meeting the required ccrtificatlon standards. We recommend that the rcpon 
prcn:ide recommendations to implement an RSD cmissiow monitoring program to identi• 
fy high emitting locomotives, !Ital the Railroads be required to supply the needed notch 
infonnatiou: and that a follow•on study be initiated to better undmtand the uncertainties 
3~sociated with the as1umptions used to compare the R..~D mea.<:urernents with the Joco
moth:e cenification measurements, With the..,;e improvements, RSD could be used at 
many locations fo califomi.1 co ensure the. creane~l orei-at\oh ofloc<\moti\'e$. 

We apprecfate tile opportunity m comment on the dr.ali repOtL \Ve urg.e CARR staff LO 
rccon.,idtt its findings and provide construc1ive steps to Jimlter developing RSD technol
ogie, 10 identify bighet-.,,,illing tocomolives, lf you have qucstims .rogordillg the 
AQMD s1ut1·s con,mo,nt<, pt..,,e f~el free to call me at (909) 396-2100. 

C~L:MR:lU'l> 

ce: Bob Fletcher 

Sincorcly, I ~ 

~&v: 
B,my R. Wallctsteiu, D.Env. 
Executive Officer 
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Equations and Constants for Calculated Data 

These are the equations that were used to calculate the indirect RSD NOx, PM, and CO 
emissions: 

[10−4 NO( ppm)] ρg diesel NOx ( gallon ) = − MWNO [1+ RatioNO2 :NO ]
[CO (%)]+ [CO(%)]+ 3HC 10 4 [HC( ppm)] 2 MW 2 coefficient diesel 

PM ( g ) = 10−2 uvSmoke(%) ρgallon diesel 

g [CO2 (%)] ρ diesel CO( ) = MW gallon −4 CO 
[CO (%)] + [CO(%)] + 3HC 10 [HC( ppm)] MW 2 coefficient diesel 

The following values were used for the various constants appearing in the above 
equations: 

MW CO 28 g / mole 
MW NO2 46 g / mole 
MW diesel 13.9 g / mole 
ρ diesel 3217.6 g / gallon 

HC coefficient 2 
Ratio NO2:NO 0.04 

CO, NOx, and PM readings in grams per gallon were converted to grams per brake 
0.051 g 

bhp−hr horsepower hour using a conversion factor of 
g 

, which was determined from 
gallon 

an average of in-use test data for Notch 8. 

The NO2:NO ratio of 0.04 was determined from published data for Notch 8.19 

The HCcoefficent value of 2 was empirically determined by Environmental Systems 
Products, Inc. 

19 Osborne, D., Fritz, S., Iden, M., and Newburry, D., Exhaust Emissions from a 2,850 kW EMD SD60M 
Locomotive Equipped with a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst, Proceedings of 2007 ASME/IEEE Joint Rail 
Conference & Internal Combustion Engine Spring Technical Conference, March 2007. 
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U.S. EPA Test for Determination of Compliance with Federal Locomotive 
Emission Standards: 

The U.S. EPA test method used for determination of compliance with federal 
certification standards, Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 92 (40 CFR Part 92),20 

is for stationary locomotives under highly controlled laboratory testing conditions. Load 
testing is used to simulate locomotive operation. The locomotive is run through eleven 
test modes: low idle and normal idle, dynamic brake, and Notches 1 through 8. For 
each test mode, the gross horsepower is recorded, and the locomotive emissions (NOx, 
PM, CO, HC, O2, and smoke opacity) are measured, with NOx corrected for humidity 
(published data indicate that temperature effects are negligible21 . 

Each test mode is proportionately weighted over the line-haul duty cycle. The line-haul 
duty cycle emissions are calculated as follows: 

1. For each test mode, the gross horsepower and the measured emissions (in 
grams per hour, with NOx corrected for humidity) are multiplied by the test 
mode weighting factor to give the weighted horsepower and the weighted 
emissions in grams per hour, respectively. 

2. The weighted horsepower values (from Step 1) are summed over all eleven 
test modes to give the total weighted horsepower. 

3. The weighted emissions in grams per hour (from Step 1) are then summed 
over all eleven test modes to give the total weighted emissions in grams per 
hour. 

4. The weighted emissions in grams per hour (from Step 1) are divided by the 
weighted horsepower (from Step 2) to give the emissions in grams per brake 
horsepower-hour for each test mode. 

5. Finally, the total weighted emissions in grams per hour (from Step 3) are 
divided by the total weighted horsepower (from Step 2) to give the line-haul 
duty cycle locomotive emissions in grams per brake horsepower-hour. 

20 http://www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_07/40cfr92_07.html and 
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title40/40cfr1033_main_02.tpl 

21 Dodge, L. Callahan, T. and Ryan, T., Humidity and Temperature Correction Factors for NOx Emissions 
from Diesel Engines, Southwest Research Institute, June 2003. 
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